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The strongest potential source of gravitational radiation for current and future
detectors is the merger of binary black holes. Full numerical simulation of such
mergers can provide realistic signal predictions and enhance the probability of de-
tection. Numerical simulation of the Einstein equations, however, is fraught with
difficulty. Stability even in static test cases of single black holes has proven elu-
sive. Common to unstable simulations is the growth of constraint violations. This
work examines the effect of controlling the growth of constraint violations by solv-
ing the constraints periodically during a simulation, an approach called constrained
evolution.
The effects of constrained evolution are contrasted with the results of uncon-
strained evolution, evolution where the constraints are not solved during the course
of a simulation. Two different formulations of the Einstein equations are examined:
the standard ADM formulation and the generalized Frittelli-Reula formulation. In
most cases constrained evolution vastly improves the stability of a simulation at
minimal computational cost when compared with unconstrained evolution. How-
ever, in the more demanding test cases examined, constrained evolution fails to
vi
produce simulations with long-term stability in spite of producing improvements in
simulation lifetime when compared with unconstrained evolution.
Constrained evolution is also examined in conjunction with a wide variety of
promising numerical techniques, including mesh refinement and overlapping Carte-
sian and spherical computational grids. Constrained evolution in boosted black hole
spacetimes is investigated using overlapping grids. Constrained evolution proves to
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Major experimental initiatives currently underway to further test Einstein’s theory
of relativity have opened the prospect of directly observing for the first time the
gravitational radiation from astrophysical sources such as binary black hole and
neutron star mergers. These experimental initiatives include the LIGO detectors
in the United States, the VIRGO detector in Italy, the TAMA detector in Japan,
and GEO 600 detector in Germany, among others. Realistic signal prediction via
numerical simulation of the Einstein equations enhances the probability of detection
in these instruments and provides insight into the dynamics of strong field sources
of gravity.
Numerical simulation of the Einstein equations, however, has proven to be
very difficult. For successful gravitational wave extraction in a data set, the sim-
ulation must be stable for very long times and have computational domains large
enough to include the radiation zone. Most full simulations fail in both of these
criteria. While available computational resources consistently improve, stability
problems in solving the Einstein equations continue to plague even the simplest
static test problems.
The Einstein equations consist of coupled hyperbolic-elliptic partial differ-
1
ential equations. The elliptic equations are constraints on the initial data which
analytically remain statisfied under the action of the dynamical equations. But this
is not the case numerically. Unstable simulations generally experience a growth of
constraint violations prior to losing convergence and going unstable. Controlling
these constraint violations during evolutions of black hole spacetimes is the focus of
this work.
The numerical simulation of black hole spacetimes will be examined solely.
Two different formulations of the Einstein equations are employed in the various
simulations for comparison: the standard Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) formula-
tion and the generalized Frittelli-Reula formulation. These are introduced in chapter
2. Minor modifications of the ADM equations, accomplished by subtracting con-
straint terms from the evolution equations, are also presented. They are introduced
in chapter 5. Chapter 3 presents the background necessary for solving the con-
straint equations. The myriad numerical methods used in this work are introduced
in chapter 4.
Results from numerical simulations dominate all chapters after chapter 4.
Two different approaches towards the constraint equations are examined: uncon-
strained evolution, where the constraint violations that appear during a simulation
are merely monitored; and constrained evolution, where the constraint violations
are actively controlled via periodic elliptic solves. Chapter 5 is devoted to uncon-
strained evolution, while chapter 6 addresses constrained evolution. Constrained
evolution reappears in each subsequent chapter as other numerical techniques are
investigated: mesh refinement in chapter 7 and overlapping grids in chapter 8.
While the vast majority of results presented only examine static, nonrotat-
ing black holes, boosted single black hole spacetimes using overlapping grids are
presented in chapter 8.
The conventions and notations used are summarized here:
2
• Geometric units: G = 1, c = 1.
• Metric signature (−,+,+,+).
• Greek indices (α, β, γ, · · ·) range over 0,1,2,3.
• Latin indices (i, j, k, · · ·) range over 1,2,3.
• Bold face symbol: a tensor, e.g. G.
• Lorentz transformation matrix: Λ αβ .
• Symmetrization operator: ( ) e.g. V(ij) = 12! (Vij + Vji).
• Covariant derivative operator: ∇. Also used in standard physics equations,
e.g. curl, Laplacian, divergence.




Gravity, as described by the Einstein equations, constitutes an ideal candidate for
numerical simulation. Brute force computation cuts the Gordian knot of unyielding
equations and provides solutions to otherwise intractable problems. Setting up
the Einstein equations as a Cauchy problem is fundamental to solving the system
through numerical simulation. This chapter reviews the fundamental ideas of the
3 + 1 decomposition of the Einstein equations and introduces constrained evolution
as a strategy for numerical work. The standard ADM formulation of the Einstein
equations is presented first, followed by a brief discussion of issues regarding the
well-posedness of the ADM equations. The generalized Frittelli-Reula formulation
of the Einstein equations is then presented. Kerr-Schild coordinates are subsequently
introduced along with a brief discussion of their utility. Finally, measure definitions
helpful to numerical work in quantifying error are introduced.
2.1 The Einstein Equations
Gravity in the Newtonian limit is represented by a potential which satisfies
∇2φ = 4πρ, (2.1)
4
where φ is the gravitational potential, and ρ is the mass density. The potential
generates an acceleration, g̃,
g̃ = −∇φ. (2.2)
This description has proven to be extremely successful in describing systems with
velocities small compared to that of light and with weak gravitational fields. But
there are some immediately evident problems: it is not invariant under a Lorentz
transformation; gravity propagates infinitely fast in this description.
A simple generalization of the Newtonian potential to correct this problem is
accomplished by replacing the∇2 operator with the Lorentz invariant d’Alembertian
operator:
φ = 4πρ0 (2.3)




where ρ0 is now the rest mass density of the system. This description of gravity is
Lorentz invariant, but the gravitational acceleration is determined by the rest mass
density of the system, violating the observed equivalence between gravitational and
inertial mass.
Abandoning scalar gravity for a tensorial description of gravity defined on
a differential manifold provides the solution to these problems. The gravitational
potential, φ is replaced by ten independent components of the metric tensor, g,
which describe gravity as curvature in spacetime. The new gravitational potential
is the metric tensor.
The Einstein equations relate tensors involving second derivatives of the met-
ric tensor to the energy-momentum tensor:
G = 8πT, (2.5)
5
where G is the Einstein tensor and T is the energy-momentum tensor. The energy-
momentum tensor describes the matter distribution of a system and is the general-
ization of the ρ term in Newtonian gravity. The vacuum Einstein equations,
G = 0 (2.6)
are the equations appropriate to black hole physics and are treated exclusively in
this dissertation.
The Einstein tensor is a symmetric tensor defined in terms of the 4-D Ricci
tensor Rµν , the metric tensor gµν , and the Ricci scalar R:




where µ, ν run from 0 . . . 3. The Ricci tensor is formed from the Riemann-Christoffel
tensor, Rλµνκ:
Rµν = gησRσµην . (2.8)
To reduce the computational complexity involved in evaluating the 3-D Riemann-
Christoffel tensor, the following form is used which does not require any derivatives






















jl − Γmli Γnjk
]
,
where i,j,k,l,m,n run from 1 . . . 3.
The Riemann-Christoffel tensor has differential symmetries called the Bianchi
identities,
Rαδβγ;ν + Rαδνβ;γ + Rαδγν;β = 0, (2.10)
which imply that the Einstein tensor has vanishing divergence
Gµν;µ = 0. (2.11)
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Four of the Einstein equations (Eq. 2.6) consist of constraint equations, expressed
here without source terms,
G0µ = 0. (2.12)
The remaining six relations
Gij = 0 (2.13)
are evolution equations. Analytically, under the action of the evolution equations
the constraint equations remain satisfied.
There is an analogue of this in the Maxwell equations [2][3]. The constraints
∇ ·E = 0 (2.14)
∇ ·B = 0 (2.15)
are analytically maintained under the action of the source-free evolution equations
Ḃ = −∇×E (2.16)
Ė = ∇×B. (2.17)
The Einstein equations form a constrained hyperbolic system. Numerical so-
lution of the Einstein equations usually consists of solving the constraint equations
initially for a particular data set, then evolving that data set while monitoring the
constraint violations during evolution. Such an approach is called unconstrained
evolution and comprises the vast majority of all simulations solving the Einstein
equations. There is a drawback to this approach, however. Unconstrained evolu-
tions are particularly susceptible to constraint violating modes which can cause a
simulation to go unstable. Such modes would not arise with infinitely accurate evo-
lution schemes, but round-off and truncation errors are inherent to numerical work.
Constraint violations are certain to appear during the course of an evolution as a
result of these errors.
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Extensive efforts have been made to control the growth of constraint viola-
tions during numerical simulation. In magnetohydrodynamics, the Evans-Hawley
constrained transport method ensures that the constraints in electromagnetism are
satisfied to machine precision in numerical simulation by placing vector and scalar
quantities at staggered locations on a computational grid [4]. However, unlike the
situation in electromagnetism, where a discrete simplectic calculus can be written
which assures conservation of a discretized version of the constraints, there appears
to be no equivalent formulation for general relativity that conserves discretized ver-
sions of the gravitational constraints[5].
Growing constraint violations suggest re-solving the constraint equations dur-
ing an evolution. This approach is called constrained evolution. Constrained evo-
lution is not specific to any particular choice of coordinates or formulation of the
Einstein equations. It is a general method which can control the growth of the con-
straint violations arising from round-off and truncation errors during a simulation.
Solving the full Einstein equations, both evolution and constraint, aims to solve one
of the major stability problems in evolving black hole spacetimes.
2.2 The Initial Value Problem and ADM
The initial value problem is crucial to numerical simulation of strong field gravita-
tional sources using general relativity. The initial value problem seeks to construct
the metric tensor for all future time using a supplied initial metric tensor and its first
time derivatives. The simulations presented in this thesis follow the 3 + 1 approach
to this problem. In the 3 + 1 approach, spacetime is decomposed into a series of
space-like hypersurfaces, or slices, defined at each instant of time. Specifying the
metric tensor and its first time derivatives on a space-like hypersurface enables the
calculation of all derivatives of the space-space components, gij,µ, via some numerical
approximation. Solving the Einstein equations then consists of evolving the spatial
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components of the metric tensor, gij , by constructing future slices from current and
past slices.
Several formulations of the Einstein equations exist which evolve spacelike
3-surfaces in time. The simplest and most commonly used formulation historically
is that developed by Arnowitt, Deser, and Misner (ADM) [6]. The standard ADM
3 + 1 form of the spacetime metric is:
ds2 = −α2dt2 + gij(dxi + βidt)(dxj + βjdt). (2.18)






where the purely spatial part of the 4-metric, gij , is the 3-metric that is evolved
in the ADM formulation. The time parts of the 4-metric are defined by the lapse
function, α, and shift vector, βi:
g00 = −(α2 − βiβi) (2.20)
g0i = βi. (2.21)
(In Eq. (2.20)–(2.21) and henceforth, spatial indices are raised and lowered with the
3-metric gij and its 3-dimensional inverse gij .) The lapse function and shift vector
determine the time evolution of the coordinates of the system. They relate the
coordinates on slices at different times. See Figure 2.1. As the Einstein equations
are valid in any coordinate system, the choice of lapse and shift constitutes a gauge
choice. For numerical purposes, some gauges are better than others.
The momentum of the 3-metric is the extrinsic curvature tensor, Kij . This
tensor describes the embedding of the various slices in spacetime. The metric and
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Figure 2.1: The lapse function α and shift vector βi describe the time evolution of
the coordinates. Spatial coordinate xi on slice at time t is shifted from the normal
by value βidt on slice at time t + dt. The proper time elapsed between slice t and
t + dt is αdt.
extrinsic curvature tensor are the dynamic variables in the formulation. The evolu-
tion equations are written in terms of the 3-metric tensor, extrinsic curvature tensor,
and the gauge choice of lapse function and shift vector. The 3-Ricci tensor, Rij , con-
tains first and second spatial derivatives of the 3-metric. The evolution equations
are:
∂tgij = −2αKij + £βgij (2.22)
∂tKij = −∇i∇jα + α(Rij − 2KikKkj + KKij) + £βKij (2.23)
where
£βgij = βkgij,k + gkjβk,i + gikβ
k
,j (2.24)
£βKij = βkKij,k + Kkjβk,i + Kikβ
k
,j . (2.25)
The constraint equations are written only in terms of the 3-metric and extrinsic
curvature tensors. The 3-Ricci scalar, R, contains first and second spatial derivatives
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of the 3-metric. The constraints are independent of the choice of coordinates and are
consequently independent of the lapse function and shift vector. The Hamiltonian








0 = ∇jKij −∇iK. (2.27)
The Bianchi identities ensure that if the metric and extrinsic curvature satisfy the
constraint equations initially, they will remain satisfied under the action of the evo-
lution equations for all time. As the constraint equations are never quite satisfied
in a numerical simulation, it is helpful to define terms for the Hamiltonian and mo-
mentum constraint violations as a way to measure how well the constraint equations








Ci = ∇jKij −∇iK. (2.29)
2.3 Well-Posedness
The concept of a well-posed problem, introduced in 1902 by Hardamard [7], is
generally understood to satisfy three criteria:
• a solution to the problem exists (existence)
• the solution is unique (uniqueness)
• the solution depends continuously on the problem data (stability).
A more restrictive definition of well-posedness for the Cauchy problem is the follow-
ing [8]:
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A system of partial differential equations is called well-posed if there exist constants
K and α independent of the data that satisfy
|u (·, t) | < Keαt|u (·, 0) | (2.30)
for all t ≥ 0.
As attempts to numerically solve ill-posed problems will result in unusuable solu-
tions, it is crucial examine this issue closely.
Hyperbolicity is closely related to well-posedness for the Cauchy problem.
Hyperbolicity is a condition in the matrix of spatial derivatives A in the first-order
system
u̇ = Au + B(u). (2.31)
If all eigenvalues of A are real and A has a complete set of eigenvectors, the system
is strongly hyperbolic. If all the eigenvalues of A are real but A does not have a
complete set of eigenvectors, the system is weakly hyperbolic. Kreiss and Busenhart
[8] have shown equivalence between strong hyperbolicity and the stronger definition
of well-posedness, Eq. (2.30). Weakly hyperbolic systems, however, fail to meet the
stronger well-posedness criteria in Eq. (2.30).
A major criticism of the ADM formulation is that the evolution equations
are not provably well-posed (the set of equations is only weakly hyperbolic), except
under very specific conditions, namely the use of a densitized lapse and constraint
subtraction [9]. However, remarkably stable and convergent results have been ob-
tained with the ADM evolution equations modified by subtracting constraints from
the right hand side of the K̇ equations (Eq. (2.23)) in three dimensional simulations
of isolated black holes. Several have reported stable unconstrained evolutions by
slightly modifying the ADM evolution equations [10].
The question of well-posedness when solving the full ADM equations, both
constraint and evolution, is yet unclear. However, numerical experiments presented
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here suggest that at the very least, constrained evolution is better conditioned than
unconstrained evolution.
While a principal motivation in using the ADM equations is the small number
of dynamic variables (12) and the simplicity of the formulation, concerns about
well-posedness suggest examining a first-order, strongly hyperbolic formulation of
the ADM equations. Theorems about the well-posedness of such formulations exist,
provided the system has “nearly” constant coefficients [11].
2.4 Generalized Frittelli-Reula
One of the simplest hyperbolic formulations of the ADM equations is based on the
work of Frittelli and Reula [12] and later generalized by Hern and Stewart [13].
New dynamic variables related to first derivatives of the metric are introduced,
resulting in 30 dynamic variables. Further, the entire system is written in a flux
conservative form. Another advantage of the system is the ability to recover the
evolution equations for other formulations by varying three parameters: η, γ, and
Θ. This section will state the formulation and necessary equations for numerical
implementation. A more complete discussion and development can be found in
Hern’s thesis [13], which is the source for the equations in this section.
The generalized Frittelli-Reula (GFR) formulation uses the same definition
for the metric tensor as the ADM formulation. The extrinsic curvature, however, is
modified slightly. To avoid confusion in notation, the GFR dynamic variables will
be listed as hij , P ij , and M ijk and the ADM dynamic variables as gij and Kij . The
lapse and shift in GFR will be N and N i while for ADM it will remain α and βi.
The relationships between the ADM and GFR variables are:
hij = gij (2.32)










Terms involving the constraints are explicitly subtracted from the right hand sides
of the ˙P ij and Ṁ ijk expressions via the η and γ parameters:
∂tM
ij








ij = (. . .) + 2γNhijC0, (2.36)
where C0 is the Hamiltonian constraint and Ci is the momentum constraint.










The extent to which this constraint is incorporated in the evolution equations is con-
trolled via the Θ parameter; a choice of Θ = 0 does not incorporate this constraint
at all.
By varying these parameters, the first-order ADM evolution equations can
be recovered as well as strongly hyperbolic forms of the evolution equations. Of
particular interest are those parameter choices which are strongly hyperbolic and
have physically realistic characteristic speeds. This leads to two conditions on the
choice of η,γ, and Θ:
Θ = 1− 1
3η




Simulations presented later will principally explore parameter choices which are
strongly hyperbolic. A few simulations will explore first-order ADM and other
weakly hyperbolic parameter choices. To recover the first-order ADM evolution
equations, η and γ are chosen to be zero with Θ arbitrary. The first-order ADM
equations are not the same as the standard ADM equations, Eq. (2.22) and (2.23).
The standard ADM equations are first-order only in time; they use second spatial
derivatives of the metric in calculating the Ricci tensor. In contrast, the first-order
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ADM equations are first-order both in time and space; consequently, they have more
dynamic variables than do the standard ADM equations.
The GFR formulation densitizes the lapse, N , by using a slicing density Q.




det hij . (2.39)
The slicing density Q is not a dynamic variable nor determined by one. It is specified
by the coordinates in which one chooses to perform the simulation. For the results
in this thesis, Q is selected to give the Kerr-Schild lapse at the start of a simulation.
The concepts behind a densitized lapse are discussed further in section 4.8.
The source-free evolution equations for the GFR formulation are:
∂th
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Unlike the standard ADM equations, all derivatives in this system are first-order.
The large number of variables increases the memory requirements of a simulation
using GFR, but avoiding the need to calculate mixed derivatives greatly simplifies
the implementation of the system. A comparison between first-order ADM and
standard ADM, examined in section 5.3, shows a distinct advantage to using first-
order in time, second-order in space systems.
2.5 Kerr-Schild Coordinates
Kerr-Schild coordinates [14] are particularly well suited for numerical evolution be-
cause the 3-metric for a single black hole is simply a function added to the flat space
3-metric:
gij = δij + 2Hlilj , (2.43)
where H is a scalar function of the coordinates and li is the spatial part of a null
vector lµ, given below. The full Kerr-Schild metric follows the same pattern:
ds2 = ηµνdxµdxν + 2Hlµlνdxµdxν . (2.44)





























(ρ2 − a2)2 + a2z2 (2.48)
ρ =
√
x2 + y2 + z2. (2.49)
Kerr-Schild coordinates are also helpful in developing reasonable approx-
imations to multiple black hole spacetimes with arbitrary boosts and spin axes.
Approximations to multiple black hole spacetimes can be created by summing the
2Hlµlν contribution for each black hole in the system. This approximation, called
superposition, will be discussed in section 4.9.
All the simulations presented herein use Kerr-Schild coordinates. Kerr-Schild
data for a non-spinning black hole in spherical and Cartesian coordinates are found
in appendix B.
2.6 Discrete Measure Definitions
Directly monitoring the violation of the constraints and field values at each point
across a simulation grid for each timestep in a simulation is impractical. Three
definitions are used in reducing an array of values to a single number for monitoring
the behavior across the grid of a simulation. These are the max-norm, l2-norm, and
rms-norm. The max-norm is the component of the array with the largest absolute
















The time-time component (G00) and time-space components (G0i) of the Einstein
tensor are constraints. The constraints, called the Hamiltonian and momentum
constraints, remain satisfied under the action of the evolution equations provided
that the data satisfy the constraints initially and the evolution equations are solved
exactly. In numerical efforts to solve the Einstein equations, neither of these condi-
tions is satisfied. Further, constraint violations contribute to numerical instabilities
in solving the Einstein equations. Methods to solve the constraint equations are
required for successful simulations of the Einstein equations.
This chapter discusses the York and Piran method for solving the constraint
equations. Techniques appropriate to preparing initial data for simulations and
conducting constrained evolution are also discussed.
3.1 The Conformal Transverse-Traceless Decomposition
The York and Piran method for solving the constraints [3], known as the conformal
transverse-traceless decomposition, converts the constraint equations into elliptic
equations for four potentials, φ and wi. Other methods for solving the constraints
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include the physical transverse-traceless decomposition [15] and the conformal thin
sandwich decomposition [16]. A discussion of these can be found in Bonning et.
al.[17]. The conformal transverse-traceless method will be used exclusively here.
An initial guess for the fields gij and Kij is required to solve the constraints.
The potentials appearing in the elliptic equations of the conformal transverse-
traceless decomposition relate trial fields, indicated by an overhead tilde, to the
solved fields. The trace of the extrinsic curvature, K = Kii, is left unchanged by
this method ( K = K̃ ); only the trace free parts of the extrinsic curvature,




are modified by the four potentials. The relations between the four potentials, trial
fields, and solved fields are:
gij = φ4g̃ij , (3.2)
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g̃ijφ6∇̃jK̃ − ∇̃jÃij . (3.6)
For boundary conditions, the potentials are either set to trivial values ( φ = 1,
wi = 0 ) or a Robin condition [17] [18] is applied. Due to the excision techniques
employed to handle the singularity, black hole simulations require both inner and
outer boundary conditions. Unless noted, all results presented use Dirichlet bound-
ary conditions with the potentials set to trivial values at both boundaries when
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solving the constraint equations. More discussion of boundary conditions can be
found in section 4.10.
3.2 Constraint Solving Analytic Solutions
Most examples of constraint solving using the York and Piran method deal with
creating valid binary black hole initial data. In such cases the trial metric and
extrinsic curvature are usually analytic functions, constructed via superposition (see
section 4.9) or some other gridless technique thereby supplying highly accurate or
even analytic derivative expressions of the trial fields. Few examples exist of solving
the constraints for an analytic solution of the Einstein equations defined on a grid.
Since the solution is exact, the constraints would be satisfied to machine round-off
error were it not for the truncation error present in constraint evaluation.
Consider the following example of an isolated Schwarzschild black hole using
Kerr-Schild coordinates in 1-D/spherical symmetry. Constraint violations, C0 and
Cr, for the analytic solution are presented at three resolutions. See Figures 3.1 and
3.2. In the lower resolution case of Figure 3.1, the constraint violation actually in-
creases after a constraint solve. However, as the elliptic solve tolerance is tightened,
the violation approaches an asymptotic solution. For finer discretization, constraint
solving decreases the constraint violations even for rather loose elliptic solve toler-
ances but quickly reaches an asymptotic value. For resolutions of 5 points/M or
higher, the constraint solver produces essentially the same constraint violation as
the unsolved fields, regardless of the elliptic solve tolerance. The constraint solver
is limited by the truncation error from differencing the potentials, φ and wi. But
in addition, the level of constraint violation is affected by the truncation error from
differencing the trial fields, g̃ij and Ãij .
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Figure 3.1: The log of the rms-norm
for the Hamiltonian constraint violation
is shown here for the analytic solution
of an isolated Schwarzschild black hole
in Kerr-Schild coordinates specified on
a grid with a resolution of 1.25, 2.5, or
5 points/M. Truncation error in deriva-
tives of the potentials as well as in the
trial fields limits the level to which the
constraints can be solved.
Figure 3.2: The log of the rms-norm of
the momentum constraint violation for




A crucial component to any numerical work is the choice of numerical methods.
For large simulations, two issues dominate the choice: efficiency and accuracy. This
chapter will summarize the numerical methods chosen and implemented in the black
hole codes and explain at the algorithm level how they work. Code performance
results as well as code verification strategies will also be discussed.
4.1 The Finite Difference Approximation
The finite difference approach consists of using Taylor Series expansions to replace
a partial differential equation with an algebraic equation on a computational grid,
called the discretized form of the equation. Solving the discretized partial differential
equation then consists of a finite series of basic floating point operations which can
be performed with considerable speed on a computer.
The finite difference approach approximates a continuum expression using
the Taylor Series expansion. By taking Taylor Series expansions about a point, a
discrete approximation to the derivative at that point can be obtained:
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where x − h ≤ ζ ≤ x + h and h is the grid spacing. The discrete approximation
differs from the continuum expression by a truncation error related to the compu-
tational grid spacing and the higher derivatives of the function being differentiated.
A numerical solution to the discretized equation converges to the exact solution as
the grid spacing asymptotically approaches zero.
Convergence in a numerical solution is a critical part of code verification.
An early example addressing convergence of an approximate solution with the finite
difference approach is Courant, Friedrichs and Lewy in 1928 [19] [20]. This principle
affects all the simulations presented in this thesis: no single numerical simulation
can claim to solve a differential equation. Several numerical simulations at differing
resolutions are required to demonstrate convergence and establish a solution. This
point will be addressed further in section 4.11.
All spatial finite differences used in the black hole codes are fourth order,
meaning they have a truncation error proportional to h4. A complete listing of the
finite difference stencils used in the codes is found in appendix A.
When not near the hole, the spatial finite difference stencil most frequently
used is centered fourth order. However, the advection terms requiring finite differ-
encing in the ADM equations, underlined in Eq. 4.4–4.5,
£βgij = βk∂kgij + gkj∂iβk + gik∂jβk (4.4)
£βKij = βk∂kKij + Kkj∂iβk + Kik∂jβk, (4.5)
are differenced using stencils that are biased in the direction of the shift vector field,
βi, throughout the computational domain. See Figure 4.1. Advection terms in the
GFR equations are treated similarly. The gauge derivatives are not finite differenced
because they are given analytically (see section 4.8).
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Figure 4.1: Example of skewed stencils for finite differencing transport terms. This
is a 2-D slice from the 3-D grid structure for an isolated black hole simulation.
The blue region in the center indicates the location of the black hole. The red
arrows show the direction of the advection flow, −βi. To find the finite difference
approximation for transport terms located in the green cells, the stencil, consisting
of the purple cells, is skewed towards the source of the advection flow.
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Schemes that use differencing stencils skewed in the direction of the advection
flow source are common when evolving advective equations [21]. The transport
properties of advective equations are more easily modelled when the differencing
stencils reflect those properties.
Finding a stable finite differencing scheme for an evolution can be challenging.
Many options exist for approximating the spatial derivatives that appear in the ADM
evolution equations. I performed extensive experiments in one and three dimensions
which varied the type and order of spatial derivatives in the ADM equations. The
tests used iterative Crank-Nicholson to evolve an isolated Schwarzschild black hole
in spherical symmetry. The results gave two clear guidelines for differencing the
ADM equations:
• the advection terms must be one-sided differenced
• the second derivatives of the metric in the Ricci tensor must be centered
differenced.
See Figure 4.2. These results are exactly what would be expected for differencing
an advection equation or a wave equation.
4.2 Adams-Moulton
The numerical method chosen to solve the evolution portion of the Einstein equa-
tions is Adams-Moulton as implemented in the PVODE package of the SUNDIALS
suite [22] [23] [24]. Adams-Moulton is a predictor-corrector method for solving the
initial value problem:
ẏ = f(t, y) (4.6)
y(t0) = y0. (4.7)
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Figure 4.2: Results from simulations in spherical symmetry using iterative Crank
Nicholson for the time evolution. Various combinations of finite differencing choices
were attempted for the spatial derivatives required in the ADM equations. The
finite difference stencils were either one-sided or centered. The order of the stencils
varied from second to fourth order. These results indicate only two guidelines for
finite differencing the ADM evolution equations: the advection terms must be one-
sided differenced and the second derivatives of the metric in the Ricci tensor must
be centered differenced.
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For efficiency, the method was implemented by the SUNDIALS team in a variable-
order, variable-stepsize form.
The Adams-Moulton predictor-corrector method originates from the approach






y(t) ≈ y(ti) +
k∑
j=0
Ajf(tj , y(tj)), (4.9)
where ti ≤ t0 < t1 < · · · < tk ≤ t; Aj are the appropriate quadrature coefficients.
This approach requires more than the initial value, y0, to get started. For simple
problems, the predictor values could be provided by a standard method such as
Runge-Kutta. For a more complicated approach, an interpolation formula employing
points that are outside the integration interval can be used as the predictor step.
This approach is named Adams-Bashforth. The Adams-Moulton method uses for a
predictor Adams-Bashforth and for a corrector a quadrature formula. The predictor
is explicit and the corrector is implicit.
As an example, consider the 5th order Adams-Bashforth formula [25] with









Because all the points needed to estimate the integral are either at the boundary
of or immediately outside of the integration interval, Eq. (4.10) can be used to
predict the solution at time ti+1. The subsequent corrector step is made implicit by
including the predicted solution at time ti+1 in a quadrature formula:
y∗i+1 = yi +
∆t
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[55ẏi − 59ẏi−1 + 37ẏi−2 − 9ẏi−3] (4.11)
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yi+1 = yi +
∆t
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[ẏi−2 − 5ẏi−1 + 19ẏi + 9ẏ∗i+1], (4.12)
where ẏ∗i+1 = f(ti+1, y
∗
i+1) and ẏi = f(ti, y(ti)).






βn,iẏn−i = 0. (4.13)
The timestep is ∆tn = tn − tn−1; yn is the numerical approximation to the solution
of y(tn) as just discussed. Coefficients αn,i and βn,i are determined by the order of
integration, the timestep history, and normalization αn,0 = −1. Variable q is the
order of integration.
4.3 Inexact Newton-Krylov
Solving the ADM constraint equations (Eq. (2.26)–(2.27)) requires solving a bound-
ary value problem as discussed in section 3.1. Since the discretized form of the
governing equations (Eqs. (3.5–3.6)) gives a set of nonlinear algebraic equations,
Newton-like methods provide the simplest way to solve the system. The problem








where x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), a vector s = (s1, s2, . . . , sn) is sought so that
F(s) = 0. (4.15)
Newton’s method for solving Eq. (4.15) involves iterating an initial guess, x0:
xn+1 = xn − J(xn)−1F(xn), (4.16)
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where J(xn) is the Jacobian of F at xn.
Newton’s method for several variables, Eq. (4.16), now only requires the
solution of a system of linear equations at each iteration. Further, the iterations can
proceed until the solution meets a user specified error tolerance. Newton’s method
has quadratic convergence provided that the Jacobian is nonsingular [26].
Among the many options to solve a set of linear algebraic equations are
direct solvers such as L-U decomposition, super L-U decomposition, or Gaussian
elimination and indirect solvers such as successive over-relaxation, multigrid, and
Krylov subspace methods including conjugate gradient and the Generalized Min-
imum RESidual method (GMRES). Indirect solvers, based on iterative methods,
require an initial guess and are generally faster for the large, sparse matrices that
result from finite difference operations on a grid [27].
Because iterative methods such as conjugate gradient have worked well be-
fore in constrained evolutions of magnetohydrodynamics codes [28], the Generalized
Minimum RESidual method (GMRES) was selected to solve the linear systems ap-
pearing as part of Newton’s method. The approach was originally implemented
using the nonlinear solver tools in the PETSc toolkit [29] [30] [31], a widely used
parallel toolkit maintained by Argonne National Laboratory. It has subsequently
been reimplemented using KINSOL [32], part of the SUNDIALS suite [24].
4.4 Structured Adaptive Mesh Refinement
Numerical simulation of binary black hole mergers requires very large domain sim-
ulations to achieve realistic signal prediction. However, most of the large gradients
in the metric that require high resolution to simulate occur in just a small fraction
of the total computational domain. Maintaining a high resolution across the en-
tire domain when it is only needed over a small volume is expensive both in terms
of processor and memory requirements. Structured mesh refinement alleviates this
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Figure 4.3: Example of nested grids. This is a 2-D slice of the grid structure from
a 3-D simulation employing mesh refinement. The fine local mesh is raised slightly
above the coarse global mesh to reveal the overlap region between the two levels,
indicated by the green square.
problem by creating a finer spatial grid where needed that overlaps the global coarse
grid. See Figure 4.3. This results in a hierarchy of nested levels which are subse-
quently divided into patches of data for parallel computation. The mesh refined
examples in this dissertation use the SAMRAI toolkit [33] [34] [35], maintained
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, to handle the parallelism and data
management.
To solve the governing equations on a refined grid and obtain solutions that
are consistent with the unigrid case, interpolation between the various grid levels
is necessary. When using cell-centered grids, as is the case for this dissertation,
interpolation both to higher and lower resolutions is necessary. In the refinement
step, interpolation on the coarser grid level provides the required ghostzones for
the finer grid level. See Figure 4.4. These ghostzones enable the finite differencing
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Figure 4.4: Refinement step interpolation. The coarse and fine meshes are color
coded to indicate how the refinement step interpolation proceeds. The green squares
indicate the overlap region between the two levels. The arrow indicates the level
where the interpolated values are copied to. The fine local mesh is displayed with one
ghostzone, colored purple, which is filled with interpolated values from the coarse
mesh points, colored blue and green.
necessary on the finer grid level to calculate the residual of the discretized equations.
In the coarsening step, interpolation on the finer grid level fills in values on the
coarser grid level where the finer and coarser levels overlap. The interpolated values
from the fine grid level provide solution values to the coarser grid at points interior
to a sphere contained inside the overlap region of the two levels. See Figure 4.5.
For the refinement step, fourth order Lagrangian interpolation is used. For
the coarsening step, cubic spline interpolation with natural boundary conditions is
used. Natural boundary conditions set the second derivative at the boundaries of
the interpolation function over the data points to zero. Spline routines from the gnu
scientific library were employed in the coarsening interpolation [36] [37].
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Figure 4.5: Coarsening step interpolation. The code is cell centered; consequently
interpolation is necessary for the coarsening step since coarse and fine cell centers
do not exactly coincide. The coarse and fine meshes are color coded to indicate how
the coarsening step interpolation proceeds. The green squares indicate the overlap
region between the two levels. The arrow indicates the level where the interpolated
values are copied to. Interpolation on the fine local mesh provides solution values
to the coarse global mesh at points interior to a sphere contained inside the overlap
region of the coarse and fine meshes. The purple disk on the coarse level indicates
the destination of the interpolated values from the fine level.
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4.5 Code Structure and Fundamental Toolkits
High performance computing is most efficient when using robust, portable, and
reusable tools. Applications built to scale on large numbers of processors require
extensive development and testing and call for development expertise beyond that
generally available for a new research problem. An example of this is constrained
evolution. Constrained evolution requires solving elliptic and hyperbolic equations
in a consistent way on large numbers of processors. The elliptic solves are computa-
tionally demanding; practicality requires the elliptic solve to use no more than 40%
of the total computational time for a simulation due to limitations in resources. The
development time for such a solver capable of scaling to large numbers of processors
is tremendous, and this demand alone exceeds the personnel and time resources
available to many research groups.
Good programming design in three independent but widely used computa-
tional toolkits (SUNDIALS, PETSc, SAMRAI ) enabled their use as components
in building efficient mesh refined elliptic and hyperbolic solvers. The toolkits ulti-
mately required only minimal modification in this process, saving countless hours.
The major libraries and toolkits used in the codes are the following:
• SUNDIALS – SUite of Nonlinear DIfferential/ALgebraic equation Solvers,
Center for Applied Scientific Computing (CASC), Lawrence Livermore Na-
tional Laboratory (LLNL) [22] [23] [24]
• PETSc – Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation, Argonne
National Laboratory [29] [30] [31]
• SAMRAI – Structured Adaptive Mesh Refinement Application Infrastructure,
CASC, LLNL [33] [34] [35]
• HDF5 – Hierarchical Data Format 5, National Center for Supercomputing
Applications, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in collaboration with
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratory, and
Los Alamos National Laboratory [38]
• MPI – The Message Passing Interface [39].
Visualization of data was performed using ChomboVis developed at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory [40]. Spline routines from the Gnu Scientific Library
[36] [37] were used in the mesh-refined evolutions. Maple [41], a commercial symbolic
manipulation package maintained and sold by Waterloo Maple Inc., played a critical
role in developing and testing the equation evaluation routines.
Four different 3-D codes, two 1-D codes, and one independent residual eval-
uator were used for producing the results in this thesis. I wrote each code in its
entirety. All code was written in either C or C++. In spite of the extensive use of
the above mentioned computational toolkits, the codes are complex. To compare
complexity, the line counts and language for each code is listed in Table 4.1. The
line counts for Maple–generated equation evaluation routines are not included in
the code line counts but are listed in a separate column.
4.6 Parallel Performance
The size of the problems addressed requires the use of massively parallel compu-
tations. For such problems, the most important performance issue is scalability.
Scalability shows how the performance of a code varies over an arbitrary number of
processors. It is usually plotted in terms of the speedup as a function of the number
of processors. Speedup is defined as follows:
speedup(n) =
Run time on one processor
Run time on n processors
. (4.17)
In Figure 4.6, the speedup is presented as a function of number of processors for
a 3-D constrained evolution evolving a single black hole with ADM. The simula-
tion speedup was measured using a Cray–Dell cluster consisting of PowerEdge 1750
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Code Description Language Parallel Line count Maple
3-D Binary Black Hole Unigrid C Yes 14086 15145
with ADM using PETSc
3-D Single Black Hole with ADM C++ Yes 26772 4947
Mesh Refinement Capable
using SAMRAI
3-D Single Black Hole with GFR C++ Yes 21595 28985
Mesh Refinement Capable
using SAMRAI
3-D Single Black Hole with ADM C++ Yes 46944 10641
Overlapping Cartesian
and Spherical Grids
using SAMRAI enhanced by author
1-D Single Black Hole with ADM C No 1529 150
1-D Single Black Hole with GFR C No 1708 493
Independent Residual Evaluator C No 1724 2403
Table 4.1: Descriptions of the various codes used to generate the results presented.
The line counts for Maple–generated equation evaluation routines are not included
in the code line counts but are listed in a separate column.
Xeon processors with Myrinet interconnect, providing point-to-point bandwidth of
250MB/sec. The speedup is very near ideal up to and including 64 processors. To
do this demonstration, the problem had to fit on one processor. The problem thus is
too small for very large numbers of processors as indicated by the fall-off in speedup
for cases with more than 64 processors.
4.7 Excision
Evolving the interior of a black hole is troublesome due to the presence of the
singularity. Further, the computational expense used in evolving the interior is
wasted because the interior cannot causally affect the region exterior to the hole.
Several methods have been developed to address this problem. Singularity avoiding
spacelike slicings freeze the lapse function before reaching the singularity. This
avoids evolving the singularity but also causes large gradients in the lapse near the
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Figure 4.6: Speedup for a full 3 + 1 constrained evolution. The speedup, as defined
in Eq. (4.17), is plotted for an 803 simulation of a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole
of domain [−8M . . . 8M ] using constrained evolution and evolved for a duration of
10M . The same simulation was performed repeatedly on the indicated number of
processors. Because the test problem had to fit in memory on a single processor, it
was necessarily small. This contributed to the larger deviation from ideal speedup
when performed on 256 processors.
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hole as the evolution proceeds. An alternative approach excludes the singularity
rather than avoiding it in the slicing. This approach is called excision.
Excision consists of replacing the singularity in the black hole with a mask
function [42]. Provided the mask function is entirely contained inside the causally
disconnected region of the computational domain, excision analytically cannot affect
the rest of the solution, though later chapters present evidence that the edge of the
mask is contributing to long term instability of black hole spacetimes. Excision is
easily generalized to multiple black hole spacetimes by simply defining and moving
more than one mask function according to the dynamics of the problem. Excision
has been used successfully before in relatively short (i.e. ∆t < 40M) off-axis binary
black hole collisions [43].
In all simulations presented here the mask function is a smooth topological
sphere. This makes the excision region on a Cartesian grid appear as a discretized
sphere (see Figure 4.7). Masked grid points are not evolved. For binary black holes
and boosted single black holes, the mask function position changes with time in a
way determined by the user. More discussion on excision with boosted black holes
is found in chapter 8. The use of apparent horizon finders enables the location of
the outermost marginally trapped surface on each spacelike hypersurface in order to
avoid masking any points that may lie outside the black hole interior. The apparent
horizon finder used in analyzing the single hole evolutions presented here was the
3-D locator based on Newton’s method developed by Mijan Huq [44] [45].
4.8 Gauge Conditions
The standard 3 + 1 form of the spacetime metric,
ds2 = −α2dt2 + gij(dxi + βidt)(dxj + βjdt) (4.18)
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Figure 4.7: Excision region. This grid is a 2-D slice from a 3-D single black hole
evolution where the black hole is placed in the center of the domain. The blue shaded
cells indicate points that have been masked in order to remove the singularity and
the steep gradients immediately surrounding the singularity. The apparent horizon
on the hypersurface is denoted by the red circle. Several evolved buffer points inside
the apparent horizon but outside the mask are also shown.
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expresses the time-space and time-time components of the 4-metric in terms of the
shift βi and the lapse α, respectively. These describe the time evolution of the
coordinate system, which is not set by the Einstein equations. Consequently, the
lapse and shift are not specified by the 3+1 equations. The choice of these quantities
is called the gauge condition.
The simplest gauge condition for evolving a black hole spacetime in Kerr-




1 + 2H l2t
(4.19)
βi = 2H lt li. (4.20)




1 + 2 1H 1l2t + 2 2H 2l2t
(4.21)
βi = 2 1H 1lt 1li + 2 2H 2lt 2li. (4.22)
The subscript numbers preceeding the null vectors lµ and the scalar function H
indicate which black hole they describe.
A slightly more complicated gauge condition for evolving in Kerr-Schild co-
ordinates consists of using a densitized lapse:





where αKS is the analytic Kerr-Schild lapse, g is the determinant of the 3-metric,
gij , gKS is the analytic value of the determinant of the 3-metric in Kerr-Schild
coordinates, and n is either 2 or 3. This gauge choice allows the lapse to vary as
the metric evolves. This choice also promotes hyperbolicity in the ADM evolution
equations [9].
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Several numerical surveys of gauge choices and their effects on the stability
of the ADM equations are available [10] [46]. This dissertation uses both the exact
lapse and shift gauge condition, and the densitized lapse condition. The simulations
presented will indicate which is used. In general, the densitized lapse condition does
much better with constrained evolution than without.
4.9 Superposition Initial Data
Producing realistic binary black hole initial data for simulation involves superposing
two Kerr-Schild single hole metrics with a technique demonstrated by P. Marronetti
and R. Matzner [18]. This method produces approximate initial data that already
closely satisfies the constraint equations and requires less initial solving before pro-
ceeding with the evolution. Superposition is performed with the null vectors li and
scalar functions H of each black hole, indicated by the subscripted number immedi-
ately preceeding the null vector or scalar function. The resulting trial field approx-
imation is indicated by an overhead tilde. The trace of the extrinsic curvature, K,
and trace free parts of the extrinsic curvature, Aij , are treated separately:
g̃ij = δij + 2 1H 1li 1lj + 2 2H 2li 2lj (4.24)















A symmetrization, indicated by the subscripted parentheses, is performed on the





(Vij + Vji) (4.27)
The gauge variables, α and βi, for binary black hole data are produced via an
analogous superposition method as described in section 4.8.
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4.10 Boundary Conditions
Two types of single hole problems are visited in this dissertation: stationary black
hole evolutions and boosted black hole evolutions. Both scenarios are intended
to better understand and improve binary black hole evolutions. All cases require
outer and inner boundary conditions. The outer boundary consists of points that
lie immediately outside the computational domain. The inner boundary consists
of points that lie inside the computational domain immediately adjacent to the
excision region. The excision region, or mask, is spherical and lies inside the causally
disconnected region of the computational domain (see section 4.7).
The inner and outer boundary conditions for elliptic solves are Dirichlet for
both single and binary black hole evolutions. The conformal factor and vector
potential in the conformal transverse-traceless decomposition (see section 3.1) are
set to trivial values at both boundaries:
φ = 1 (4.28)
wi = (0, 0, 0). (4.29)
For single black hole evolutions, the hyperbolic solve uses outer boundary
values set to the analytic solution. The inner boundary is free, made possible by
the fact that the inner boundary is causally disconnected from the rest of the com-
putational domain. The free inner boundary is implemented by using the one-sided
finite differencing stencils listed in appendix A.
For binary black hole evolutions, the hyperbolic solve uses outer boundary
values set to a superposition of two Kerr-Schild single hole metrics (see section
4.9). This simple approximation has been shown to be remarkably accurate through
various investigations of solved initial data using Robin boundary conditions [17]




The object of this dissertation is to produce convergent numerical solutions to the
governing equations in the code. While code validation will only be possible once
astrophysical gravitational wave signals are detected, code order verification using
known analytic solutions provides a means to test the code implementation and find
errors. This dissertation adopts the ideas of Salari and Knupp for code verification
[47].
Inherent to any discrete approximation of a continuum expression is a dis-
cretization error. Truncation error in the finite difference approach, as discussed in
section 4.1, gives a discretization error related to the distance between points on a
grid. However, this is not the only source of error; two other contributions come from
round-off error and incomplete iterative convergence error. Round-off error results
from the finite-precision arithmetic performed on a computer. Incomplete iterative
convergence error results when solving algebraic systems using an iterative method,
such as GMRES. This error can be controlled by changing the user-specified error
tolerance for the iterative method.
These three sources of error, discretization error, round-off error, and incom-
plete iterative convergence error, all contribute to the total error in the numerical
solution. By making the iterative error tolerance small enough so that the dis-
cretization error dominates, the discretization error can be independently verified
through convergence. Any inconsistencies between the theoretical and measured
discretization error indicate a failure and possible coding mistake.
The test problem selected for code verification in this dissertation is the
isolated Schwarzschild black hole in Kerr-Schild coordinates. This test problem has
proven to be very difficult for numerical relativity codes. The problem is time-
independent analytically, though most numerical attempts blow up after a certain
number of evolution steps. Convergence tests for evolutions of this test problem
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will be shown throughout the following chapters. The spatial finite differences in all
cases are fourth order, and residual evaluations show the appropriate fourth order
convergence. The time integration scheme is variable order, depending on a user-
specified tolerance. In most long lifetime simulations presented in later chapters,





The vast majority of single black hole and binary black hole simulations consist of
providing consistent initial data and then solving the evolution equations while only
monitoring the constraint violations as the simulation proceeds. Such an evolution
is called a free or unconstrained evolution. This chapter will explore several un-
constrained evolutions of an isolated, non-spinning Kerr-Schild black hole in both
1-D/spherical symmetry using spherical coordinates and in full 3-D using Cartesian
coordinates, for both the ADM formulation and the Generalized Frittelli-Reula for-
mulation. To improve stability for the ADM formulation, terms proportional to the
Hamiltonian and momentum constraints are subtracted from the right hand side




Evolving a single black hole using an analytic lapse and shift with the standard
ADM equations is troublesome both with and without spherical symmetry. Figure
5.1 shows a small domain 1-D/spherically symmetric evolution using the standard
ADM equations. The log of the rms-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint violation
is plotted as a function of time in units of M , the mass of the black hole. The rms-
norm of a constraint gives an average absolute value for that constraint’s violation
across the grid (see section 2.6). For a stable evolution of this static test problem,
the rms-norm of the constraints should relax to a small, non-zero value and remain
there throughout the simulation. An instability forms, however, and causes the
evolution to fail. The momentum constraint likewise illustrates this instability, as
seen in Figure 5.2, which plots the only relevant momentum contraint in spherical
symmetry, Cr, as a function of time. Snapshots at selected times of grr plotted as
a function of r are presented in Figure 5.3.
Using a densitized lapse somewhat improves the lifetime of an unconstrained
evolution when evolving a Kerr-Schild black hole with spherical symmetry. Figure
5.4 shows log of the rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint violation as a function
of time for an unconstrained black hole evolution using ADM with a densitized lapse.
The instability becomes more pronounced in the full 3-D case. Figure 5.5
shows the rms-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint violation as a function of time
for a full evolution without any special symmetries. The momentum constraint
violations are plotted in Figure 5.6.
Varying the computational domain does not appreciably improve the be-
havior of an unconstrained evolution. This is seen in Figure 5.7, which plots the
l2-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint violation as a function of time for domains
of [−5M . . . 5M ], [−10M . . . 10M ], and [−15M . . . 15M ].
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Figure 5.1: The log of the rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint violation as a
function of time for a 1-D/spherically symmetric unconstrained black hole evolution
using ADM. The domain of the simulation was r = 0.8M . . . 10.6M and the lapse
function was analytic. Results at three resolutions are presented.
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Figure 5.2: The log of the rms-norm for the momentum constraint Cr as a function
of time for the same cases as in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.3: Snapshots of grr as a function of the radius at selected times. Taken
from the 10 pts/M simulation seen in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
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Figure 5.4: The log of the rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint violation as a
function of time for an unconstrained 1-D/spherically symmetric black hole evolution
using ADM. The domain of the simulation was r = 0.8M . . . 10.6M and the lapse
function was densitized with n = 2 (see Eq. (4.23)). Results at three resolutions are
presented.
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Figure 5.5: The log of the rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint violation as a
function of time for an unconstrained black hole evolution using ADM. The domain
of the simulation for each of the three spatial axes was [−10M . . . 10M ] and the lapse
function was analytic. The excision radius was 0.85M . Results at two resolutions
are presented.
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Figure 5.6: The log of the rms-norm for the momentum constraints Ci as a function
of time for the same cases as in Figure 5.5.
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Using a densitized lapse in a full unconstrained, unmodified ADM evolution
aggravates the instability when compared with the analytic lapse case; no stability
benefit was found. Figure 5.8 shows the l2-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint
plotted as a function of time for a simulation using a densitized lapse with varying
choice of exponent (see section 4.8).
5.2 Modified ADM
A simple way to control the growth of the constraints and unstable behavior ob-
served in an unconstrained evolution of a black hole is to modify the standard ADM
equations by subtracting terms proportional to the constraint violations from the
right hand side of the K̇ equations, Eq. (2.23). This idea has been applied be-
fore in magnetohydrodynamics codes to control the ∇ · B = 0 constraint by using
the constraint violation in a source term for the evolution equations [28]. In nu-
merical relativity, constraint subtraction techniques have been extensively explored
for the Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata-Nakamura (BSSN) formulation [48]. Recently,
there have been suggestions to incorporate spatial derivatives of the constraints in
the evolution equations [49]. Exploring the parameter space to find straightforward
constraint subtractions that produce long-lived unconstrained evolutions is the sim-
plest approach to controlling the unstable behavior seen with the standard ADM
equations.
Using quantities expressing the size of the constraint equations’ violation,







Extensive testing, first in spherical symmetry and later in full 3-D, resulted in the
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Figure 5.7: The l2-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint violation as a function
of time for three unconstrained black hole evolutions using ADM performed on
different computational domain sizes. Each had a resolution of M/5, an excision
radius of 0.85M , and used the analytic lapse. The spatial domains explored were
[−5M . . . 5M ], [−10M . . . 10M ], and [−15M . . . 15M ].
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Figure 5.8: The l2-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint as a function of time for two
unconstrained black hole evolutions using ADM with a densitized lapse. Each had
a resolution of M/5, an excision radius of 0.75M , and a computational domain of
[−10M . . . 10M ] in each spatial direction. The factor n used in the densitized lapse
took a value of either 2 or 3 (see Eq. (4.23)).
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following constraint subtraction:
−0.464αgijC0 − 0.36αKijC0. (5.1)
When subtracting these terms from the right hand side of the K̇ equations, drastic
improvements in simulation lifetime resulted. In Figure 5.9, the log of the rms-norm
for the Hamiltonian constraint violation in simulations of an isolated, non-spinning
black hole is presented. These simulations compare, at two different resolutions,
the effect of constraint subtraction on the stability of a single hole evolution. The
momentum constraints for these simulations are plotted in Figure 5.10.
While constraint subtraction remarkably improves the lifetime of single black
hole in an unconstrained evolution, it does not make the evolution stable. This is
most apparent when making the spatial domain of the simulation larger, which usu-
ally makes a black hole simulation more unstable. In Figure 5.11 the l2-norms are
plotted for three different unconstrained evolutions using the constraint subtrac-
tion in Eq. (5.1) and performed on varying spatial domains. The [−10M . . . 10M ]
and [−15M . . . 15M ] domain simulations in Figure 5.11 can be directly compared
with Figure 5.7, which displays the same evolutions performed without constraint
subtraction.
The blow up in the fields for these runs is most pronounced near the excision
region, as seen in Figures 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, and 5.15, which show the difference in gxx
from the analytic value at time 400M and 800M for the [−15M . . . 15M ] simulation
presented in Figure 5.11. Figure 5.12 shows the z = 0 plane of the difference between
the analytic and numeric values of gxx at time 400M . Figure 5.13 shows the z = 0
plane of the difference at time 800M using the same color map as in Figure 5.12.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the full 3-D difference between analytic and numeric
values at time 800M using a color map that extends over the entire range of the
difference.
A difficulty in using constraint subtraction to improve the lifetime of a simu-
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Figure 5.9: The log of the rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint violation as a
function of time for four unconstrained black hole evolutions using ADM with and
without constraint subtraction at different resolutions. Each had a spatial domain
of [−10M . . . 10M ], used an excision radius of 0.85M , and used the analytic lapse.
The inset provides a view of the constraint behavior early in the evolution for each
run. The constraint subtraction employed is that specified in Eq. (5.1).
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Figure 5.10: The rms-norm for the momentum constraints as a function of time
for the same simulations as presented in Figure 5.9. The inset provides a view
of the constraint behavior early in the evolution for each run. These simulations
use no special symmetries and are full 3-D simulations. The constraint subtraction
employed is that specified in Eq. (5.1).
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Figure 5.11: The l2-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint for three unconstrained
black hole simulations using ADM with constraint subtraction and performed on
varying domain sizes. Each had a resolution of M/5, used an excision radius of
0.85M , used the analytic lapse, and used the constraint subtraction specified in
Eq. (5.1).
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Figure 5.12: The z = 0 plane showing the difference between the analytic and
numerical values for gxx at time t = 400M for the [−15M . . . 15M ] simulation with
constraint subtraction, presented in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.13: The z = 0 plane showing the difference between the analytic and
numerical values for gxx at time t = 800M for the [−15M . . . 15M ] simulation with
constraint subtraction, presented in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.14: The difference between the analytic and numerical values for gxx at time
t = 800M for the [−15M . . . 15M ] simulation with constraint subtraction, presented
in Figure 5.11. The difference is most pronounced near the mask. A close-up view
of the error near the mask is shown in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: The difference between the analytic and numerical values for gxx at time
t = 800M for the [−15M . . . 15M ] simulation with constraint subtraction, presented
in Figure 5.11. The difference is most pronounced near the mask.
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lation is the sensitivity to the subtraction; small variations from the best subtraction
found, Eq. (5.1), result in large differences in simulation lifetime. To give an idea of
the sensitivity involved with constraint subtraction, Figure 5.16 plots the l2-norm
of the Hamiltonian constraint violation for several runs employing constraint sub-
traction slightly different from that found in Eq. (5.1).
It is difficult to relate constraint subtractions between different formulations
of the Einstein equations. The best constraint subtraction found in the experiments
presented here is relatively small, less than 0.5. Constraint subtraction in other
approaches can often be larger, ∼ 12, as is the case in Scheel et. al. [50]. Con-
straint subtraction using BSSN can involve subtracting constraints from the right
hand side of the ġ equations in addition to the K̇ equations [51]. The difficulty in
relating constraint subtractions between formulations, the necessity of tuning the
subtractions, and the difficulty in tuning the subtractions for simulations with ever
larger spatial domains combine to make constraint subtraction a less than desirable
option in numerical simulation.
5.3 GFR
Evolving a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole using unconstrained GFR has proven
difficult. This may be due to several reasons. The evolution scheme used for these
studies, Adams-Moulton (section 4.2), does not take advantage of the flux con-
servative form in which the formulation is written. Also, the parameter space in
the formulation is large enough to complicate efforts to adequately explore it. Re-
gardless of these issues, however, unconstrained 3-D simulations using GFR have a
slightly longer lifetime than the analogous unconstrained, unsubtracted ADM case.
1-D GFR simulations, in contrast, do not have a longer lifetime than the analogous
ADM cases.
In Figure 5.17, the rms-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint violation is plot-
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Figure 5.16: The l2-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint violation for several uncon-
strained evolutions performed on a domain of [−10M . . . 10M ] using a resolution of
M/5 and the analytic lapse. The excision radius in these simulations was 1.0M .
The legend indicates the specific subtraction employed by using the letters ‘a’ and
‘b’ to stand for the subtraction coefficients: +a αgijC0 + bαKijC0. The optimal
subtraction found was −0.464αgijC0 − 0.36αKijC0.
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ted as a function of time for several unconstrained simulations of a Kerr-Schild black
hole with spherical symmetry. The domain for these simulations was [0.8M . . . 10M ]
with a resolution of M/5. The γ and Θ parameter values were chosen according to
Eq. (2.38) to ensure physically realistic characteristic speeds.
By choosing GFR parameters η = 0 and γ = 0, the first-order form of the
ADM equations results. This can be directly compared to the raw ADM cases
previously presented in section 5.1. In Figure 5.18, the log of the rms-norm for
the Hamiltonian constraint violation is plotted as a function of time for a Kerr-
Schild black hole simulation performed at three resolutions with spherical symmetry.
The spatial domain was [−0.8M . . . 10M ]. The lapse in this case, as with all GFR
simulations, was densitized. These simulations can be directly compared with results
from the standard ADM form, performed with a densitized lapse and spherical
symmetry, presented in Figure 5.4, which performed much better.
In Figure 5.19 the l2-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint violation is plotted
as a function of time for two full 3 + 1 simulations using η = 0.5 and η = 0.85
values. The simulations evolved a nonrotating Kerr-Schild hole on a spatial domain
of [−10M . . . 10M ] with a resolution of M/5. Just like the spherically symmetric
case, the γ and Θ parameters were chosen according to Eq. (2.38) to ensure the
system has physically realistic characteristic speeds. These plots can be compared
with the ADM cases in Figure 5.5. No significant improvement was seen in the GFR
cases.
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Figure 5.17: The rms-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint violation as a function
of time for several unconstrained simulations using GFR with spherical symmetry.
The simulations evolved a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole on a spatial domain
of [0.8M . . . 10M ] with a resolution of M/5. Parameters γ and Θ were determined
by Eq. (2.38).
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Figure 5.18: The log of the rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint violation as a
function of time for three unconstrained simulations using GFR with spherical sym-
metry. The simulations evolved a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole on a spatial
domain of [0.8M . . . 10M ] at three different resolutions with GFR parameters corre-
sponding to the first-order form of the ADM equations, η = 0 and γ = 0. Compare
this with the standard form results for the same simulation, Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.19: The l2-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint violation as a function
of time for two unconstrained simulations using GFR. The simulations evolved a
nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole on a spatial domain of [−10M . . . 10M ] with a
resolution of M/5 using GFR parameters of either η = 0.5 or η = 0.85. Parameters
γ and Θ were determined by Eq. (2.38). The excision radius was 0.75M .
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Chapter 6
Constrained Single Black Hole
Spacetimes
Constrained evolution consists of periodically solving the constraints in developing
a simulated spacetime. Evolved fields are periodically used as background fields
for solving the potentials φ and wi appearing in the conformal transverse-traceless
decomposition (see Eqs. (3.5–3.6)) and the dynamic variables are subsequently up-
dated by the result (see Eqs. (3.2–3.3)).
The guiding principle behind this approach to constrained evolution is found
in a statement by G. Tóth: “Exact solution of the constraints to round off precision
is not necessary. It is sufficient to solve the problem to a particular accuracy that
is small relative to the error generated in one timestep” [28]. Consequently, the
constraint solves take up an acceptably small percentage of the overall computa-
tion time for any given problem. Further, the constraint violations will be non-zero
throughout the course of a constrained evolution even though the constraints are
being solved. To ensure that the simulations are indeed solving the Einstein equa-
tions, an independent residual evaluator is used for full 3+1 simulations to calculate
all the components of the Einstein tensor and subsequently verify their convergence.
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This chapter will explore the influence of constrained evolution using the
standard ADM and GFR formulations. A brief historical review of constrained
evolution will be presented first. Unconstrained and constrained evolutions will
then be presented for comparison, first in spherical symmetry and later without.
All the simulations presented in this chapter place the center of the black hole at
r = 0 in the computational grid.
6.1 Brief History of Constrained Evolution
The idea of constrained evolution is not new. Most examples of constrained evolution
in relativity employ some symmetry and solve only the constraints relevant to the
system. Constrained evolution in axial symmetry has been studied extensively. One
of the earliest works in axisymmetry, reported by R. F. Stark and T. Piran in 1985
[52], solved only the Hamiltonian constraint while evolving a collapsing polytrope.
There are other examples of such partially constrained evolutions [53], but most
examples in the literature solve both the momentum and Hamiltonian constraints
during the course of an evolution [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59]. Furthermore, most 2-D
constrained simulations were what M. Choptuik [60] calls fully constrained. In these
simulations a specific gauge is chosen, and only the remaining dynamical mode is
evolved. Every other variable is solved, typically by solution of elliptic equations,
in terms of the minimal evolved set.
There are very few examples of constrained evolution performed in full 3-
D. Preliminary results of constrained evolution of isolated black holes on small
domains were discussed by E. Schnetter [61]. Fully constrained simulations in 3-
D are also being studied by S. Bonazzola et al. [62]. The simulations I present here
are constrained in the sense that all four constraints are solved, but I do not use the
gauge nor construct equations to eliminate variables from the problem.
The lack of examples of constrained evolution in 3-D is usually attributed
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to the computationally demanding elliptic solves required periodically throughout
an evolution. For the results presented in this thesis, the performance penalty
incurred by solving the constraints is typically small because the constraints are
never solved to round off precision. Increasing the frequency of the constraint solves
can make constrained evolution impractical in terms of performance just as using
extremely small Courant factors can make an unconstrained evolution impractical
in terms of performance. However, neither of those remedies has been necessary in
the constrained evolutions presented in this chapter.
6.2 Constrained Evolution in 1-D using ADM
Results presented in section 5.1 show the difficulty of evolving a nonrotating Kerr-
Schild hole with the standard ADM formulation, even in spherical symmetry. Con-
straining the evolution changes this result considerably. In Figure 6.1, the Hamil-
tonian constraint violation for constrained and unconstrained 1-D/spherically sym-
metric evolutions are presented for simulations performed at two resolutions. The
only relevent momentum constraint in spherical symmetry is shown in Figure 6.2.
Consistent with the principle of solving to an accuracy that is small with respect to
the error arising in one timestep, the potential φ is small throughout the constrained
evolution. In Figure 6.3, the function φ − 1 is plotted across the computational
domain at various times in the evolution. In Figure 6.4, the unconstrained and
constrained grr components are plotted at various times in the evolution.
As described in section 4.10, the potentials φ and wi are set to trivial values
at the inner and outer boundaries of the solve. Extensive experimentation reveals
that placing the inner boundary of the solve at the excision region can trigger
instabilities. Supplying a few buffer zones between the inner solve radius and the
excision radius dramatically improves constrained evolution results both with and
without spherical symmetry. Figure 6.5 displays a schematic of the inner and outer
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Figure 6.1: Simulations of nonrotating Kerr-Schild black holes comparing con-
strained and unconstrained evolutions in spherical symmetry. These plots show
the log of the rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint violation in simulations per-
formed with 5 points/M and 10 points/M on domains of [0.8M . . . 250M ]. The
lapse was densitized with n = 3. The constraints were solved every 0.2M wherever
r ≥ 2 in the constrained cases.
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Figure 6.2: The log of the rms-norm for the momentum constraint violation, Cr, in
the simulations described in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.3: The function φ − 1 is plotted here, where φ is the conformal factor for
solving the Hamiltonian constraint in the higher resolution constrained evolution
case presented in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. The function is plotted at various times to
show how the constraint solver reacts to control constraint violating modes.
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Figure 6.4: The metric component grr is plotted here as a function of r at several
times for the higher resolution constrained and unconstrained evolutions presented
in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. The inset shows a view of the grr close to the excision
region. For the constrained case, grr does not visibly deviate from the initial value.
For the unconstrained case, grr deviates significantly from the analytic value across
the entire domain.
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elliptic solve boundaries in relation to the excision region for a simulation with three
spatial dimensions. Figure 6.6 plots the metric component grr as a function of radius
at various times in two different 1-D/spherically symmetric constrained evolution
simulations. These simulations compare solving the entire computational domain
versus solving all except for a few zones next to the excision region. The same effect
in simulations in full 3-D will be shown in section 6.3.
6.3 Constrained Evolution in 3-D using ADM
Evolutions using any type of symmetry, including spherical, are often artificially
simple. Evolving in three spatial dimensions without using any symmetries is a
better test case for constrained evolution of black hole spacetimes. Varying the
spatial domain of 3-D evolutions in addition to varying the resolution constitutes
a robust test of constrained evolution in 3-D. As has already been observed in
unconstrained evolutions like those in Figure 5.11, making the spatial domain larger
has the effect of making a simulation less stable. This remains the case in constrained
evolution as well.
Small domains in 3-D evolutions are generally the easiest to stabilize using
constrained evolution. They require very few computer resources and, due to the
small domain size, their constraint violating modes are very easy to control with
the constraint solver. In Figure 6.7, constrained versus unconstrained evolutions
are compared in evolving a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole on a spatial domain
of [−3M . . . 3M ] in full 3-D. Even though these simulations used the analytic lapse,
which generally makes a simulation more unstable, the constraint solver was able to
control the constraint violating modes that cause the unconstrained evolution to go
unstable very quickly.
Since constraint solving methods are not unique, it is not difficult to imagine
that the constraint solver might control the growth of the constraints during a
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Figure 6.5: The boundary conditions for the elliptic solve, φ = 1 and wi = 0, are
applied at the green zones. Experimentation reveals that providing a few buffer
zones between the excision region, colored blue, and the inner solve boundary, col-
ored green, dramatically improves a constrained evolution. See Figure 6.6. The
evolved field values between the inner solve radius and the excision region are not
constrained but rather determined by free evolution.
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Figure 6.6: The metric component grr for two different constrained evolutions of a
nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole performed in 1-D/spherical symmetry, plotted
here as a function of the radius. The domain of the simulations was [0.8M . . . 250M ],
though only [0M . . . 10M ] is plotted here. The system was resolved with 10
points/M and the lapse was densitized with n = 3. Constraint solves were per-
formed every 0.2M in both cases. Although both cases performed much better
than the unconstrained analogue plotted in Figure 6.4, there is clearly a destabiliz-
ing effect when solving the constraints at points immediately next to the excision
region.
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Figure 6.7: The log of the rms-norm for the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints
in nonrotating Kerr-Schild hole simulations comparing constrained evolutions with
unconstrained evolutions at two different resolutions. The domain in each simula-
tion was [−3M . . . 3M ] in each of the x,y,z directions. The constraints were solved
every 0.1M in the constrained evolution cases, and the lapse was analytic for both
constrained and unconstrained cases. For the constrained evolution cases, the con-
straints were solved across the entire domain except for points inside r = 2M . The
singularity was excised at r = 0.75M for all cases.
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constrained evolution in such a way as to violate the governing evolution equations.
An independent residual evaluation is the only way to verify that this is not the
case.
Independent residual evaluations were performed on the simulations pre-
sented in Figure 6.7 in order to verify that the constrained evolutions did indeed
solve the Einstein equations, Eq. (2.6). The independent residual evaluator uses the
3-metric, gij , and gauge output from a 3-D simulation to independently calculate
time and spatial derivatives using finite difference stencils that are different from
those in the evolution code. The residual evaluator then calculates the ten compo-
nents of the Einstein tensor using the independently calculated derivatives and the
supplied metric and gauge. The Hamiltonian and momentum constraints, G0λ, are
already plotted in Figure 6.7. The spatial components of the Einstein tensor, Gij ,
are plotted in Figure 6.8. The convergent behavior of the Einstein tensor compo-
nents confirms that the constrained evolution simulations were solving the Einstein
equations.
Constrained evolution continues to substantially extend the lifetime of a
Kerr-Schild black hole simulation when the domain is made slightly larger from
[−3M . . . 3M ] to [−5M . . . 5M ]. In Figure 6.9, the rms-norm of the Hamiltonian
and momentum constraints are plotted for simulations comparing constrained versus
unconstrained evolutions of a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole at two resolutions.
Simulations using an analytic lapse with domain sizes of [−10M . . . 10M ]
perform much worse with constrained evolution than their smaller domain coun-
terparts presented in Figures 6.7 and 6.9. Figure 6.10 compares a constrained
and unconstrained evolution of a single Kerr-Schild black hole with domain size
of [−10M . . . 10M ] using the analytic lapse. While the constrained case has a longer
lifetime than the unconstrained case, problems arise in the constrained example
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Figure 6.8: The log of the rms-norm for the spatial Einstein tensor components, Gij .
These were calculated via an independent residual evaluator to confirm that the con-
strained evolutions did solve the Einstein equations rather than simply controlling
the constraint growth in a way inconsistent with the governing evolution equations.
The residuals correspond to the unconstrained and constrained evolutions presented
in Figure 6.7. The Einstein tensor components in the constrained evolutions are the
convergent straight lines, while the components for the unconstrained evolutions are
those that diverge quickly.
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Figure 6.9: The rms-norm for the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints in sim-
ulations evolving a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole comparing constrained with
unconstrained evolutions. The singularity was excised at a radius of 0.85M and the
lapse was analytic in both cases. The constrained evolution cases solved the con-
straints every 0.1M everywhere on the domain except those points where r < 1.65M .
The spatial domain of the simulations was [−5M . . . 5M ] using a resolution of either
M/5 or M/7.5.
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near the excision region where no solving occurs. In this region, fields determined
by free evolution serve as the boundary value for the trial fields in the elliptic solve.
The constraint solver can do little to control constraint violating modes next to the
excision region. These same modes are almost certainly present in the small domain
examples of constrained evolution, but the small spatial domain likely prevents such
modes from growing.
Two approaches have been explored to correct this problem: first, replacing
the analytic lapse with a densitized lapse; second, addressing the problems immedi-
ately next to the excision region caused by the jagged shape of the mask.
The theoretical benefits of a densitized lapse have already been discussed in
sections 2.3 and 4.8. Experimental results in 3-D unconstrained evolutions using
standard ADM show no benefit from using a densitized lapse. This can be readily
seen in simulations already presented in Figures 5.5 and 5.8. However, such un-
constrained evolutions using standard ADM are already very unstable and may not
constitute an adequate test of using a densitized lapse.
Figure 6.11 compares the Hamiltonian constraint for constrained and uncon-
strained evolutions using a densitized lapse. When comparing these results with the
analytic lapse case, seen in Figure 6.10, no significant change in simulation lifetime
is noted, even though the case using a densitized lapse appears to have fewer large
oscillations in the Hamiltonian constraint. Both simulations experience a surge in
the Hamiltonian constraint, beginning around time 70M ; these are due to oscilla-
tions in the dynamical variables in the region immediately next to the mask, where
no solving occurs. 2-D slices at selected times of the error in gxx taken from the
constrained evolution using a densitized lapse with resolution M/7.5 can be viewed
in Figures 6.12, 6.13, and 6.14.
Examining 2-D slices of errors in the dynamical variables for any evolution
reveals distinct error patterns related to the discretized spherical shape of the mask.
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The jagged shape of the mask likely contributes to the instability of a simulation,
regardless if constrained or unconstrained. Causality problems can arise from finite
differencing around the mask if care is not taken to ensure the excision region is
small enough.
Making the excision region smaller is expensive computationally because
higher resolution is required when evolving closer to the singularity. It also com-
plicates efforts to correctly excise the singularity for boosted black holes in binary
black hole spacetimes due to the small size of the excision region. To examine the
effect of a smaller excision region, constrained and unconstrained evolutions were
performed at three resolutions using an excision radius of 0.5M . The constraint
violations for these simulations are shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16. While resolu-
tion M/5 was clearly not sufficient to evolve a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole
with such a small excision radius, resolution M/7.5 was sufficient and lasted 100M
longer than the exact same case using an excision radius of 0.75M , seen in Figure
6.11. However, just as in the larger excision radius case, a surge in the constraints
appears around 70M . Independent residual evaluations showing the spatial Einstein
tensor components reveal this same surge, only more pronounced. The independent
residual evaluations for the constrained cases with resolution M/7.5 and M/10 are
plotted in Figures 6.17 and 6.18. Notice particularly that the diagonal components
lose convergence (the M/7.5 and M/10 residuals cross) around t = 120M . 2-D slices
along z = 0 at selected times of the Einstein tensor component Gxx are shown in
Figures 6.19, 6.20, 6.21, 6.22, 6.23. The loss of convergence after t = 120M in the
Einstein tensor suggests that, while the constraint solver is keeping the constraints
from growing, the system is no longer solving the Einstein equations. This continues
to be the challenge for large domain constrained evolution tests.
A way to solve problems associated with the jagged shape of the excision
region is to make the excision region truly spherical by overlapping spherical and
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Cartesian computational grids. This approach, motivated by the successful scalar
field evolutions performed with this approach by G. Calabrese and D. Neilsen [63],
has been implemented by the author for evolving the full Einstein vacuum equations
and will be discussing in chapter 8. Further discussion of the causality problems
due to the discretized shape of the excision region is found in section 8.1.
Solving the constraints in a constrained evolution over the entire compu-
tational domain, including those points immediately next to the excision region,
results in unstable evolutions. Figure 6.24 shows a constrained evolution of a non-
rotating Kerr-Schild hole in three spatial dimensions of size [−10M . . . 10M ] using
a densitized lapse where the constraints were solved over the entire domain of the
simulation. Consistent with the strategy of constrained evolution, the constraints
were not solved to round-off precision every timestep. The solved fields immediately
next to the excision region promoted an instability in the constrained evolution
case. This result is not new; the same instability was found in the constrained
evolution perfomed in 1-D/spherical symmetry presented in Figure 6.6. For further
reference, Figure 6.25 compares two constrained evolution cases identical in every
respect except for the domain over which the constraints are solved.
6.4 Constrained Evolution using GFR
Initial investigation into constrained evolution using GFR instead of ADM has shown
encouraging results in spherical symmetry. Constrained evolution using ADM is cur-
rently superior to using GFR both with spherical symmetry and in full 3-D. However,
as seen in section 6.3, corrections to ADM to improve hyperbolicity such as using
a densitized lapse had a significant impact on the success of a constrained evolu-
tion. From this, it is not unreasonable to suspect that using a strongly hyperbolic
formulation from the start will lead to successful constrained evolutions.
The method for constrained evolution of the GFR formulation consisted of
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Figure 6.10: The rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint in simulations evolving
a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole with a spatial domain of [−10M . . . 10M ]. The
excision radius was 0.85M in both constrained and unconstrained cases. Both used
the analytic lapse and had a resolution of M/5. The constraints were solved in
the constrained evolution case every 0.1M everywhere on the domain except those
points where r < 1.65M . There is a high-frequency oscillation in the rms-norm of
the Hamiltonian constraint that appears around t = 130 in the constrained case,
resulting in the thick troughs visible in the plot.
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Figure 6.11: The log of the rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint in simu-
lations evolving a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole with a spatial domain of
[−10M . . . 10M ] at two resolutions: M/5 and M/7.5. The excision radius was 0.75M
in both constrained and unconstrained cases. All four simulations used a densitized
lapse with n = 3. The constraints were solved in the constrained evolution cases
every 0.05M everywhere on the domain except those points where r < 2.0M .
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Figure 6.12: The z = 0 plane of the difference between the exact and numerical
values of gxx at time 80.0M for the M/7.5 constrained evolution shown in Figure
6.11. A large fluctuation in the Hamiltonian constraint occurs at t = 80M , due to
variations in the fields next to the mask.
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Figure 6.13: The z = 0 plane of the difference between the exact and numerical
values of gxx at time 120.0M for the M/7.5 constrained evolution shown in Figure
6.11. The fluctation in the Hamiltonian constraint stops at t = 120M .
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Figure 6.14: The z = 0 plane of the difference between the exact and numerical
values of gxx at time 300.0M for the M/7.5 constrained evolution shown in Figure
6.11. The simulation appears to be going unstable by this point.
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Figure 6.15: The log of the rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint in simu-
lations evolving a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole with a spatial domain of
[−10M . . . 10M ] at three resolutions: M/5, M/7.5, and M/10. The momentum
constraint violations can be found in Figure 6.16. The excision radius was 0.5M in
all constrained and unconstrained cases. All simulations used a densitized lapse with
n = 3. The constraints were solved in the constrained evolution cases every 0.05M
everywhere on the domain except those points where r < 2.0M . The simulations
presented here with resolution M/5 and M/7.5 are the same as those presented in
Figure 6.11 except these were performed with a smaller excision region. Indepen-
dent residual evaluations for the constrained cases with resolution M/7.5 and M/10
are found in Figures 6.17 and 6.18.
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Figure 6.16: The log of the rms-norm for the momentum constraints in simu-
lations evolving a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole with a spatial domain of
[−10M . . . 10M ] at three resolutions: M/5, M/7.5, and M/10. The Hamiltonian
constraint violation can be found in Figure 6.15. The excision radius was 0.5M in
all constrained and unconstrained cases. All simulations used a densitized lapse with
n = 3. The constraints were solved in the constrained evolution cases every 0.05M
everywhere on the domain except those points where r < 2.0M . The simulations
presented here with resolution M/5 and M/7.5 are the same as those presented in
Figure 6.11 except these were performed with a smaller excision region. Indepen-
dent residual evaluations for the constrained cases with resolution M/7.5 and M/10
are found in Figures 6.17 and 6.18. Notice that the solution appears to be losing
convergence at t ' 120M . (The M/10 curves are no longer separated by a constant
logarithm from the M/7.5 curve).
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Figure 6.17: The rms-norm of the spatial diagonal components of the Einstein tensor
for the M/7.5 and M/10 constrained simulations presented in Figures 6.15 and 6.16.
The loss of convergence around t = 120M is more evident in these residuals.
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Figure 6.18: The rms-norm of the spatial off-diagonal components of the Einstein
tensor for the M/7.5 and M/10 constrained simulations presented in Figures 6.15
and 6.16.
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Figure 6.19: The z = 0 plane of the Einstein tensor component Gxx at time 10M
for the M/7.5 constrained evolution presented in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.20: The z = 0 plane of the Einstein tensor component Gxx at time 100M
for the M/7.5 constrained evolution presented in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.21: The z = 0 plane of the Einstein tensor component Gxx at time 200M
for the M/7.5 constrained evolution presented in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.22: The z = 0 plane of the Einstein tensor component Gxx at time 300M
for the M/7.5 constrained evolution presented in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.23: The z = 0 plane of the Einstein tensor component Gxx at time 400M
for the M/7.5 constrained evolution presented in Figure 6.17.
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Figure 6.24: The rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint in simulations evolving
a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole with a spatial domain of [−10M . . . 10M ] at
resolution of M/5. The excision radius was 0.75M in both constrained and uncon-
strained cases. Both simulations used a densitized lapse with n = 3. The constraints
were solved in the constrained evolution case every 0.05M everywhere on the do-
main, even at points immediately next to the excision region. Unstable behavior
in constrained evolution has been seen before in comparable spherically symmetric
simulations where the constraints were solved at the points immediately next to the
excision region. See Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.25: The rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint in two constrained evolu-
tion simulations evolving a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole with a spatial domain
of [−10M . . . 10M ] at resolution of M/5. The simulations are identical in all respects
except for the domain over which the constraints were solved. The excision radius
was 0.75M in both cases. Both simulations used a densitized lapse with n = 3
and the constraints were solved every 0.05M . The constrained evolution case which
solved the constraints over the entire domain blew up quickly. The constrained evo-
lution case which solved the constraints only at those points where r ≥ 2.0M did
much better. The short lived simulation here is the same as the constrained solution
shown in Figure 6.24.
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converting the GFR variables hij and P ij to ADM variables. The constraints were
subsequently solved using the conformal transverse-traceless method discussed in
section 3.1. The updated fields gij and Kij were then converted back to GFR
variables hij and P ij and the evolution would then proceed. Constrained evolution









resulted in wildly unstable simulations. Consequently, the M ijk variables were not
updated after a constraint solve in a constrained evolution. The M ijk definition
becomes an unenforced constraint with this approach, even as the Hamiltonian and
momentum constraints are enforced.
Figure 6.26 compares constrained and unconstrained GFR evolutions of a
nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole with spherical symmetry. Throughout the con-
strained simulations, constraint violating modes appear but remain under control
by the constraint solver. However, when similar simulations are performed in full
3-D, the case for constrained evolution is less convincing.
Figure 6.27 compares constrained and unconstrained evolutions of a nonro-
tating Kerr-Schild black hole in full 3-D. The parameters in the formulation were
chosen so that the evolution equations alone are weakly hyperbolic. This can be
compared with Figure 6.28, which compares constrained and unconstrained evolu-
tions at different resolutions with the formulation parameters η, γ, and Θ chosen so
that the evolution equations alone are strongly hyperbolic.
While the constrained evolution examples presented here do poorly when
using GFR without any symmetries, most of the parameter space for GFR remains
unexplored. Experience in using ADM suggests that improving the hyperbolicity of
the evolution equations can positively impact a constrained evolution. Further study
into constrained evolution using GFR or another strongly hyperbolic formulation is
warranted.
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Figure 6.26: The rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint in simulations evolving a
nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole in spherical symmetry with a spatial domain of
[0.8M . . . 250M ] using the GFR formulation. The parameters were chosen so that
the evolution system alone is at least strongly hyperbolic: η = 0.85, γ and Θ chosen
according to Eq. (2.38). The constraints were solved in the constrained evolution
case every 0.2M everywhere on the domain except those points where r < 2.4M .
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Figure 6.27: The rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint in simulations evolving
a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole with a spatial domain of [−10M . . . 10M ] at
resolution of M/5 using the GFR formulation. The parameters were chosen so that
the evolution system alone is weakly hyperbolic: η = 0.5, γ = 0.8, and Θ = 0.8.
The excision radius was 0.75M in both constrained and unconstrained cases. The
constraints were solved in the constrained evolution case every 0.05M everywhere
on the domain except those points where r < 2.3M .
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Figure 6.28: The rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint in simulations evolving
a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole with a spatial domain of [−10M . . . 10M ] at
resolution of M/5 and M/7.5 using the GFR formulation. The parameters were
chosen so that the evolution system alone is at least strongly hyperbolic: η = 0.85,
γ and Θ chosen according to Eq. (2.38). The excision radius was 0.75M in all
constrained and unconstrained cases. The constraints were solved in the constrained
evolution case every 0.05M . The constrained simulation with resolution M/5 solved
the constraints everywhere on the domain except those points where r < 3.0M ;
the constrained simulation with resolution M/7.5 solved the constraints everywhere





Large domain simulations, necessary to model gravitational radiation from binary
black hole spacetimes, are computationally demanding both in terms of time and
memory when performed with only one global resolution. Steep gradients occur in
the dynamical variables near a black hole and high resolution is needed to adequately
resolve this region. However, there is no need for high resolution far from a hole
where the gradients are close to zero. This fact has motivated many attempts at
using mesh refinement in evolving black hole spacetimes. Often errors grow at the
coarse-fine mesh interfaces in these simulations, resulting in unstable evolutions.
This chapter examines the influence of constraint solving on mesh refined systems.
Evidence is given that constrained evolution can improve a mesh refined simulation




Many successful efforts have been conducted to model black hole spacetimes with
mesh refinement. These are based on the principles published by Berger and Oliger
in 1984 [64] and generally employ interpolation from the coarse grid to a finer nested
grid for the finer grid boundaries. Restriction operations provide fine grid data to
the coarse grid where there is an overlap. Mesh refinement was first applied to
a Schwarzschild black hole in 1996 by B. Brügmann [65]. In 2003, B. Brügmann
et al. reported evolving an orbiting binary black hole system using fixed mesh
refinement and the BSSN formulation [66]. Using the CACTUS toolkit [67], E.
Schnetter, S. Hawley, and I. Hawke published in 2004 fixed mesh refinement results
for a Schwarzschild black hole using the BSSN formulation that were comparable to
unigrid results in terms of accuracy, stability, and convergence [68]. These simula-
tions evolved the system in octant symmetry using standard excision. Also in 2004,
B. Imbiriba et al. published fixed mesh refinement results for a Schwarzschild black
hole using the BSSN formulation and the puncture method to treat the singularity
[69]. Using the PARAMESH toolkit [70], they present an algorithm for handling
the coarse-fine interfaces to improve stability in a mesh refined simulation.
In all these examples critical interpolation conditions had to be developed
to handle the restriction and refinement operations. The interpolation conditions
at the coarse-fine interfaces can be crucial to a successful mesh refined simulation
as was explored by D. Choi and collaborators [71]. Further, these interpolation
conditions are particular to the integration method. All the above examples used
either a leapfrog-like method or iterative Crank-Nicholson for the evolution scheme,
were unconstrained, and used only second-order spatial difference operators. The
remainder of this chapter will investigate mesh refinement using Adams-Moulton as
the evolution scheme in both unconstrained and constrained evolutions with fourth-




Two examples of mesh refined evolutions are presented in this section: the first
unconstrained and the second constrained. The refinement and restriction opera-
tions proceed as outlined in section 4.4. The simulation methods are identical to
one another: fourth order Lagrangian interpolation is used for the refinement in-
terpolation and cubic spline interpolation is used in the restriction operation. The
simulations are cell centered with a single refined region consisting of a cube ex-
tending in each spatial direction from [−5M . . . 5M ] nested on a coarse global grid
of [−10M . . . 10M ]. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the mesh structure. The Hamiltonian
and momentum constraints in the constrained and unconstrained evolutions are
shown in Figure 7.3. The stability of these runs can be compared to the analogous
unigrid case already presented in Figure 5.9.
Neither the constrained nor the unconstrained simulation duplicates the sta-
bility seen in the unigrid case. This may be due to the simplicity of the interpola-
tion schemes for refinement and restriction, presented in section 4.4. Fourth order
finite differencing requires two or more interpolated boundary points, which can be
a source of noise if using Lagrangian interpolation. Another explanation may be
that the refinement volume was too small and the global grid resolution too coarse
to adequately evolve the hole. However, in spite of an apparently poor interpola-
tion strategy and perhaps inadequate coarse grid resolution, the constrained case
prevented error from growing at the coarse-fine interface. Those interpolation con-
ditions that are so critical for stability in solving hyperbolic equations with mesh
refinement are not nearly so exacting in solving elliptic equations with mesh refine-
ment. The constraint solver can then considerably enhance a mesh refined evolution
in spite of poor interpolation conditions. Figures 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 show 2-D slices of
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the error in gxx at different times in the unconstrained evolution. For comparison,
Figures 7.7, 7.8, and 7.9 show 2-D slices of the error in gxx at different times in the
constrained evolution.
7.3 Performance Notes
Considerable performance benefits continue to encourage investigation into mesh re-
finement. The speedup for the constrained evolution mesh refined case in section 7.2
is shown in Figure 7.10. Figure 7.11 shows the memory requirements for simulations
evolving domains of [−20M . . . 20M ] on different numbers of processors, comparing
the mesh refined case with the unigrid case.
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Figure 7.1: Bounding boxes for the grid used in the examples of section 7.2. The
interior bounding boxes indicate where mesh refinement begins. The metric com-
ponent gxx is also shown for reference. A slice along the z = 0 plane from this grid
is shown in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: The z = 0 plane from the center of the 3-D mesh for the two examples
presented in section 7.2. The metric component gxx is also shown for reference.
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Figure 7.3: The l2-norm of the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints for con-
strained and unconstrained mesh refined simulations. A single nonrotating Kerr-
Schild black hole using ADM is evolved in these case. One level of refinement
was employed in each simulation. The resolution for the coarse global grid was
M/2.5 and for the fine M/5. The coarse global grid extended over a domain of
[−10M . . . 10M ]. The fine grid extended over a domain of [−5M . . . 5M ]. The exci-
sion radius was at r = 0.85. The analytic lapse was used in both cases, as was the
constraint subtraction specified in Eq. (5.1). For the constrained case, the solver
only solved those points where r > 4M every 0.1M . The unigrid analogue of these
runs is seen in Figure 5.9, where substantially longer run times are achieved.
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Figure 7.4: The z = 0 plane showing the error in gxx at time 10M for the uncon-
strained simulation in Figure 7.3. Small but noticeable errors are already appearing
at the coarse-fine interface.
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Figure 7.5: The z = 0 plane showing the error in gxx at time 20M for the uncon-
strained simulation in Figure 7.3. The errors at the coarse-fine interface are very
significant at this point.
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Figure 7.6: The z = 0 plane showing the error in gxx at time 20M for the uncon-
strained simulation in Figure 7.3. This plot is the same as Figure 7.5 except the
grid is included for reference.
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Figure 7.7: The z = 0 plane showing the error in gxx at time 50M for the constrained
simulation in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.8: The z = 0 plane showing the error in gxx at time 150M for the con-
strained simulation in Figure 7.3.
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Figure 7.9: The z = 0 plane showing the error in gxx at time 250M for the con-
strained simulation in Figure 7.3. The simulation at this point is going unstable,
though no obvious coarse-fine interface errors ever appear.
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Figure 7.10: The speedup for a mesh re-
fined simulation as a function of number
of processors. The test case used to cal-
culate the speedup was the constrained
evolution example presented in section
7.2.
Figure 7.11: The total memory re-
quirements for a Kerr-Schild black
hole simulation with global domain
[−20M . . . 20M ] and finest resolution of
M/5, comparing mesh refined and uni-
grid cases on selected numbers of pro-
cessors. The mesh refined cases use
one level of refinement extending from
[−5M . . . 5M ]. The memory benefits






Improving the treatment of the black hole inner boundary is crucial to successfully
evolving binary black holes with excision. Up to this point, I have discussed only
Cartesian computational grids. Their concomitant nonsmooth excision regions have
caused some difficulties in full 3 + 1 simulations. This chapter looks at the effects
of using smooth excision surfaces, accomplished by means of overlapping compu-
tational grids built from different coordinate systems. The motivations for this
approach are given first, followed by the specific implementation details and results
for stationary, nonrotating black holes. Next, the overlapping grid method is gener-
alized for boosted black holes. Results from a variety of full 3 + 1 simulations using
ADM are presented to illustrate the stability benefits of smooth excision regions.
8.1 Motivation for Overlapping Grids
Excising the singularity from a black hole spacetime creates several computational
difficulties. For a spherical mask function on a Cartesian grid, the excision region
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Figure 8.1: A close-up of the error in gxx at t = 50M along the z = 0 plane in
the constrained evolution with resolution M/7.5 shown in Figure 6.15. The grid is
shown to better display the influence of the jagged mask shape on the error pattern.
The data is cell-centered.
appears rough and jagged. The jagged inner boundary of the simulation contributes
to instabilities in an evolution. Figures 8.1 and 8.2 provide close-up views of the
error in gxx near the excision region for simulations at two different resolutions.
The jagged shape of the mask distinctly contributes to the error pattern in gxx,
where alternating positive and negative errors are observed. The error pattern is
influenced by inner boundary roughness less as the mask becomes better resolved
and less jagged.
Causality problems may result due to the jagged shape of the excision region.
Several researchers have already noted that cubical excision regions present causal-
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Figure 8.2: A close-up of the error in gxx at t = 50M along the z = 0 plane in
the constrained evolution with resolution M/10 shown in Figure 6.15. The grid is
shown to better display the influence of the jagged mask shape on the error pattern.
The data is cell-centered. This higher resolution example shows an improvement in
error compared to the M/7.5 case in Figure 8.1.
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ity problems if the excision region is too large [63] [72]. The spatial extent of an
acceptable cubical excision region is much smaller than the analytical radius within
which events are causally disconnected from the rest of the slice. For instance, cu-
bical excision in a Schwarzschild black hole must have sides less than 0.7698M in
length to avoid causality problems [72]. This means that the entire cube must fit
inside a sphere of radius 0.544M to avoid problems, a radius much smaller than the
expected horizon radius of 2.0M . Such small excision regions require high resolution
to resolve the large gradients near a singularity. They also make it more difficult to
keep the excision region centered on the singularity when evolving a boosted black
hole spacetime. Concerns about cubical excision are not entirely irrelevant when
discussing spherical excision on a Cartesian grid: the jagged edges of a Cartesian
discretized sphere are cubes. Results presented in section 6.3 showed distinct im-
provements in constrained evolution by simply making the spherical excision region
smaller, consistent with that predicted by analysis for cubical excision.
The ideal shape for the excision region is a smooth 2-sphere. This removes
both the finite-differencing and causality problems associated with a jagged inner
boundary. However, the spherical coordinates necessary for smooth spherical exci-
sion introduce two major obstacles: first, it is difficult to generalize spherical coor-
dinate grids for multiple black hole spacetimes; and second, spherical coordinates
possess coordinate singularities at the poles.
A solution to the first obstacle is given by G. Calabrese and D. Neilsen, who
overlapped a spherical grid on a Cartesian grid to evolve a scalar field on a boosted
black hole background in 2-D/axisymmetry [63]. This same approach can be used
to evolve single and multiple boosted black hole spacetimes: each black hole excision
region is a smooth 2-sphere accomplished with a spherical grid; the spherical grid
overlaps a Cartesian grid in order to follow the trajectory of the singularity. This
approach also eliminates the difficult extrapolation necessary to move an excision
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region across a Cartesian grid. Further background on this is found in section 8.4.
A solution to the second obstacle consists of overlapping several different
spherical grids so that the polar regions are never evolved. Various versions of this
approach have been tried before by others in treating black hole spacetimes with
excision [73] [74] [75]. The approach used here most closely resembles the overlapping
grid approach of J. Thornburg [75], though six overlapping grids were used in his
approach, while only two are used here. Specifics of the overlapping spherical grid
approach used for the investigations in this chapter are given in section 8.2.
Overlapping a spherical grid with another spherical grid and a Cartesian grid
comprises a unique way of achieving mesh refinement in numerical relativity. The
overlapping spherical grids can use higher resolution than the global Cartesian grid.
The overlapping spherical grids also possess the capability to follow the movement
of a black hole across the Cartesian grid. While not true adaptive mesh refinement,
the approach is more robust than the fixed mesh refinement presented in chapter 7.
8.2 Overlapping Spherical Grids
Coordinate singularities at the poles of spherical coordinate grids are avoided by
overlapping two different spherical grids each with a different coordinate system.
The first spherical grid uses standard spherical coordinates:
x = r sin θ cos φ
y = r sin θ sinφ
z = r cos θ (8.1)
for
r ∈ [rmin, rmax] , θ ∈ [θmin, π − θmin] , φ ∈ [0, 2π) ,
where x,y,z are the standard Cartesian coordinates, and rmin, rmax, and θmin are
user specified parameters. Periodic boundary conditions are used in the φ direction.
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The second spherical coordinate system
x = r cos θ
y = r sin θ sinφ
z = r sin θ cos φ (8.2)
for
r ∈ [rmin, rmax] , θ ∈ [θmin, π − θmin] , φ ∈ [0, 2π) ,
has its poles rotated by π2 from the first spherical grid. The overlap region between
the two grids eliminates the need to include the polar regions of either coordinate
system in a simulation while still covering the entire sphere. Figures 8.3 and 8.4
show computational grids built using the two spherical coordinates systems. Figures
8.5 and 8.6 show how the two grids overlap at a fixed radius.
While the idea of overlapping spherical grids is simple enough, its implemen-
tation is not. Overlapping grids requires additional complexity to keep the codes
parallel and highly scalable. Only minor modifications to the SAMRAI library were
necessary to add multiple overlapping grid functionality. The interpolation between
the two spherical grids is 6th order polynomial. Constraint solving capability across
both spherical grids is also accomplished by using overlapping grid interpolation.
In addition to interpolation between the different grids, a coordinate trans-
formation on the metric and extrinsic curvature tensors is also required. Originally,
the spherical overlapping grids evolved the metric in Cartesian coordinates on the
spherical grids. No transformation was needed with such an approach, but all deriva-
tives with respect to spherical coordinates had to be converted by the chain rule to
derivatives with respect to Cartesian coordinates. However, that approach proved to
be unstable. Much better results were achieved by evolving the dynamical variables
in same the coordinate system as the computational grid. Consequently, interpo-
lated values between patches also have to undergo the usual transformation between
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Figure 8.3: The first type of spherical grid used for black hole excision. This grid
uses standard spherical coordinates. The polar regions are not included in the grid;
θmin is 0.35.
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Figure 8.4: The second type of spherical grid used for black hole excision. The poles
of this grid are rotated by π2 from the poles of the first overlapping grid in Figure
8.3. The polar regions are not included in the grid; θmin is 0.35.
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Figure 8.5: Two overlapping spherical grids at a fixed radius using θmin = 0.35.
The polar regions of the red grid are covered by blue grid, and vice versa. Neither
computational grid includes its own poles; however, by overlapping both grids the
entire sphere is modelled.
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Figure 8.6: The north pole of the blue grid, which is modelled by the red grid. Both
grids use θmin = 0.35.







8.3 Overlapping Spherical/Cartesian Grids
Overlapping two spherical grids on a Cartesian grid adds considerable complexity
to a simulation. The process bears several resemblances to the refinement and
restriction operations described in chapter 7 for use with mesh refinement. In this
case, however, the interpolation is followed by a transformation between coordinate
systems for the metric and extrinsic curvature tensors.
The outer boundary of the overlapping spherical grids is supplied field values
from the Cartesian grid. The inner boundary of the Cartesian grid is supplied field
values from the appropriate overlapping spherical grid. For successful interpolation,
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the spherical grid uses a smaller excision radius than that used by the Cartesian grid.
The spatial extent of interpolation from the spherical grid to the Cartesian grid is
a parameter choice supplied by the user. The interpolation process is illustrated in
Figure 8.7.
Overlapping spherical and Cartesian grids easily eliminates features due to
the jagged shape of a Cartesian grid mask, shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2. Figure
8.8 shows the error in gxx at time 50M in a simulation similar to those in Figures
8.1 and 8.2, but with a lower resolution and using overlapping spherical–Cartesian
grids.
To the knowledge of the author, only one other toolkit is publicly available
which is capable of overlapping multiple Cartesian and spherical grids, each of dif-
ferent size. That toolkit, Overture [76], is not yet fully parallelized. While it is clear
that the standard SAMRAI toolkit was not intended to provide Cartesian–spherical
overlapping grid support, SAMRAI with minor enhancements comprises a robust
parallel framework for successfully overlapping various grids built with different co-
ordinate systems.
8.4 Boosted Black Holes with Overlapping Grids
Evolving boosted black holes adds two major complications to the technique of
overlapping spherical and Cartesian grids. At the same time, however, overlap-
ping spherical and Cartesian grids solve a very major problem inherent to evolving
boosted black holes with Cartesian grids alone.
8.4.1 Lorentz Contracted Excision Surfaces
The first major complication of evolving boosted black holes with overlapping spher-
ical grids relates to the shape of the excision surface. Boosted black holes experience
a coordinate Lorentz contraction in the direction of the boost. A spherical excision
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Figure 8.7: A 2-D slice of the Cartesian–spherical overlapping grids for a nonro-
tating, stationary black hole. The Cartesian excision region is colored blue. The
Cartesian cells colored green adjacent to the Cartesian excision region are provided
field values by interpolation and transformation from the overlapping spherical grid.
The outer boundary of the spherical grid, colored blue, is supplied field values by
interpolation and transformation from the Cartesian grid. Note that the spherical
grid excision radius is smaller than the Cartesian grid excision radius.
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Figure 8.8: A close-up of the error in gxx on a Cartesian grid along the z = 0 plane
at time 50M for a nonrotating, stationary black hole simulation using overlapping
spherical and Cartesian grids. The Cartesian grid domain was [−10M . . . 10M ] with
resolution M/5. The Cartesian excision radius was 2.0M . The spherical domain
extended from radius 1.5M to 4.0M , using (26, 30, 50) zones in the (r, θ, φ) direc-
tion. The θmin parameter was 0.6. The constraints were solved on all three grids
every 0.05M . The overlapping spherical grids in this simulation have eliminated
the features evident in Figures 8.1 and 8.2 resulting from the jagged shape of the
Cartesian mask. While the error appears slightly more asymmetrical here than in
Figures 8.1 and 8.2, the size of the error is also five times smaller than in those
Figures. Also, the solution had not yet relaxed to a stationary value at 50M in the
overlapping grids case.
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surface is not ideal for evolving a naturally spheroidal surface. To address this con-
cern, overlapping ellipsoidal coordinates are used instead of spherical coordinates
for the overlapping grids immediately surrounding the excision region. They are
related to Cartesian coordinates as follows:
x = a cosh r sin θ cos φ
y = a cosh r sin θ sin φ
z = a sinh r cos θ (8.4)
for
r ∈ [rmin, rmax] , θ ∈ [θmin, π − θmin] , φ ∈ [0, 2π) ,
where a is a parameter related to the mask radius and the boost velocity in the z
direction. Note that this parameter ‘a’ is not the same as the ‘a’ that appears in
the Kerr solution, though a stationary Kerr hole does have a spheroidal horizon. To
avoid coordinate singularities at the poles, a second coordinate system is used with
poles rotated π/2 from the previous set of ellipsoidal coordinates:
x = a cosh r cos θ
y = a cosh r sin θ sinφ
z = a sinh r sin θ cos φ (8.5)
for
r ∈ [rmin, rmax] , θ ∈ [θmin, π − θmin] , φ ∈ [0, 2π) ,
These coordinates describe the excision surface of a boosted black hole in the z
direction. For boosts in arbitrary directions, the axes are redefined.
The ellipsoidal coordinates given in Eq. (8.4) and (8.5) become more spherical
as the radius from the center increases. As the radius decreases, the coordinates
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become more elliptical. See Figure 8.9. The coordinate parameter a allows the
inside surface of the coordinates to exactly replicate the Lorentz contracted inner
excision surface of an arbitrarily boosted black hole. The excision surface is the





where γ ≡ (1−v2)−1/2. The coordinate parameter a is related to the specified mask





The resulting surface at r = rmin is
x2 + y2 +
z2
1/γ2
= (mask radius)2. (8.8)
This exactly coincides with the excision surface, which is a sphere in the rest frame of
the hole. In particular, it coincides with the non-spinning boosted black hole horizon
when the mask radius is 2M . The correct Lorentz contraction ratio between the
semi-major and semi-minor axis of the excision surface is preserved regardless of
the specified mask radius. Notice, however, that other black hole frame spherical
surfaces do not map to constant spheroidal r surfaces. The excision surface grids
for a black hole boosted with velocity 0.9 are shown Figures 8.10, 8.11, and 8.12.
8.4.2 Keeping the Singularity Centered
The second major complication of evolving boosted black holes with overlapping
spherical grids is how to move the hole. In a Cartesian grid, the excision region
moves with the singularity as the boosted black hole moves across the grid. However,
for spherical grids, the excision region must remain in the center of the grids. G.
Calabrese and D. Neilsen dealt with this problem by using special relativity: they
boosted the frame of their spherical grid so that the black hole was stationary on that
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Figure 8.9: Oblate spheroidal coordinates–the ellipsoidal coordinates given in
Eq (8.4). Lines of constant r are black; lines of constant θ are red. The coordi-
nates become more elliptical as the radius becomes smaller.
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Figure 8.10: First of two overlapping grids at the excision surface for a black hole
boosted with velocity 0.9 in the z direction. The mask radius in the nonboosted
direction is 1.5M . θmin is 0.6.
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Figure 8.11: Second of two overlapping grids at the excision surface for a black hole
boosted with velocity 0.9 in the z direction. The mask radius in the nonboosted
direction is 1.5M . θmin is 0.6.
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Figure 8.12: Two overlapping grids at the excision surface for a black hole boosted
with velocity 0.9 in the z direction. The mask radius in the nonboosted direction is
1.5M . θmin is 0.6.
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grid [63]. This approach poses immediate difficulties for binary black hole evolutions,
where individual black hole trajectories are not known. A simpler approach is to
use the shift vector, βi, to move the hole on the spherical grid while keeping the
excision region in the same place.
As pointed out in section 2.2, the shift vector describes the time evolution
of the spatial coordinates in a simulation. Every timestep there is an offset in the
spatial coordinates of size βidt (recall Figure 2.1). For black hole evolutions, this
offset is radially away from the black hole and keeps points from falling into the
hole. Modifying the shift vector can ensure that a boosted black hole remains in the
center of a simulation grid.
To ensure that a black hole boosted with velocity V i remains in the center
of a pair of overlapping spherical grids, the shift vector is increased by the boost
velocity:
βinew = β
i + V i. (8.9)
Using the new shift vector in evolving fields on the spherical grids constitutes a
coordinate transformation that ensures the black hole remains centered in the over-
lapping grids.
To illustrate this, consider the following example developed by R. Matzner
[77]. Begin by examining the metric components for a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black
hole boosted with speed v in the +x direction. For simplicity, consider only those
components along the x axis which are nonconstant: gxx, gtt, and gtx. It will be
shown that the time derivative of gxx for the boosted black hole vanishes when using
the modified shift vector, Eq. (8.9), assuring that the black hole remains where it
started on the computational grid, regardless of the boost.
The nonconstant x–t metric components for a nonrotating, stationary Kerr-
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Schild black hole along the x axis are:
α =
1√








gtt = −α2 + βiβi (8.12)
gtx = βx (8.13)




where (lt, lx) = (1, 1) if x > 0 and (lt, lx) = (1,−1) if x < 0. Now perform a Lorentz
transformation:
x′ = γ (x + vt) (8.15)
t′ = γ (t + vx) , (8.16)
where γ ≡ (1− v2)−1/2. The primed frame is one in which the hole is moving with











Boosting the null vector lµ,
l′t = Λ
t





x lt + Λ
x
x lx, (8.20)
results in the following:
for x > 0,
l′t = γ (1 + v) (8.21)
l′x = γ (1 + v) ; (8.22)
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for x < 0,
l′t = γ (1− v) (8.23)
l′x = −γ (1− v) . (8.24)
Using these relations, the boosted fields are:








|γ (x′ − vt′) |
γ2 (1 + v)2 (8.26)
gx′x′ = 1 +
2M
|γ (x′ − vt′) |
γ2 (1 + v)2 ; (8.27)








|γ (x′ − vt′) |
γ2 (1− v)2 (8.29)
gx′x′ = 1 +
2M
|γ (x′ − vt′) |
γ2 (1− v)2 . (8.30)
Note that the expression for gx′x′ can be simplified considerably by writing it in
terms of βx′ :
for x > 0,
gx′x′ = 1 + βx′ (8.31)
for x < 0,
gx′x′ = 1− βx′ . (8.32)
The general definition of the extrinsic curvature tensor was given in Eq. (2.22):
−2αKij = ġij −
(






Along the x′ axis, this simplifies considerably:

































Consider the case for x > 0. Using Eq. (8.31) to further simplify Eq. (8.37):









































An essential feature is that the term proportional to v here arises from the metric
t′ derivative.
Now introduce a new spatial coordinate ξ and corresponding time coordinate




where V is a constant. While −2αKξξ is equal to −2αKx′x′ for each t′ = constant
slice, ∂ηgξξ is not equal to ∂t′gx′x′ . To find the value of ∂ηgξξ, start with the expres-
sion for −2αKξξ using Eq. (8.34):



















Using the results already derived in Eq. (8.41), Eq. (8.46) becomes:



























A comparison of Eq. (8.49) and Eq. (8.43) immediately leads to the conclusion that
if V = v, i.e. if V is the magnitude and sign of the hole velocity, then
∂ηgξξ = 0. (8.50)
Similar analysis leads to the same conclusion in the case for x < 0. Using a shift
vector that has been increased by the boost velocity, as specified in Eq. (8.9), ensures
that a boosted black hole remains stationary on a computational grid regardless of
the boost velocity.
8.4.3 Avoiding Extrapolation
The most significant benefit of evolving boosted black holes with overlapping spher-
ical grids is freedom from sensitive extrapolation. When evolving a boosted black
hole on a Cartesian grid alone, the mask follows the singularity as the black hole
moves across the grid. As the excision region moves, points that were formerly
masked are filled in with field values via extrapolation. See Figure 8.13. This ex-
trapolation tends to be extremely sensitive and a source of considerable instability in
boosted black hole evolutions. With overlapping spherical grids next to the excision
region, points once masked but now evolved can be filled in with values interpolated
from the overlapping grids. See Figure 8.14.
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Figure 8.13: A 2-D slice of the Cartesian grid for a nonrotating black hole boosted
with velocity 0.9. The excision region is colored blue. The cells colored green,
which had been excised but were subsequently returned to the computation due to
the motion of the mask, are provided field values by extrapolation from neighboring
non-excised points. This approach is generally very sensitive to the extrapolation
technique chosen and almost always troublesome.
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Figure 8.14: A 2-D slice of the Cartesian–spheroidal overlapping grids for a nonro-
tating black hole boosted with velocity 0.9. The Cartesian excision region is colored
blue. The Cartesian cells colored green, which had been excised but were subse-
quently returned to the computation due to the motion of the mask, are provided
field values by interpolation and transformation from the overlapping spheroidal
grid. This approach avoids the sensitive extrapolation illustrated in Figure 8.13.
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Constrained evolution figures prominently in successfully evolving a boosted
black hole with overlapping spheroidal grids. Figure 8.15 shows the log of the rms-
norm for the Hamiltonian constraint in simulations evolving a nonrotating black
hole boosted with velocity 0.5 in the z direction. Results for constrained and un-
constrained attempts at two different resolutions are displayed. These simulations
used overlapping spheroidal grids to evolve the boosted black hole. The black hole
was kept in the center of the grids by means of modifying the shift vector according
to Eq. (8.9). The interpolation used between the two spheroidal grids was sixth
order polynomial. These particular cases did not employ an overlapping Cartesian
grid; the outer boundary of the grids was supplied the analytic values for a boosted
black hole. Regardless of this simplification, the unconstrained cases were unstable
after ∼ 40M . The constrained cases, however, never went unstable.
8.4.4 Spheroidal-Cartesian Overlap results
The best test of the overlapping grid strategy is to evolve a boosted black hole with
overlapping spheroidal and Cartesian computational grids. Figures 8.16–8.21 show
2-D slices at various times from a 3-D simulation evolving a boosted black hole
with speed 0.5 in the z direction on a Cartesian domain of [−10M . . . 10M ] with
overlapping spheroidal grids. Owing to the small domain size and simple boundary
condition employed (Dirichlet), errors from the boundary appear as the hole moves
across the grid. However, the fields next to the singularity, which normally experi-
ence oscillations when using a Cartesian grid alone, here appear well-behaved and
stable as the hole moves across the Cartesian grid. The max-norm of the Hamilto-
nian constraint is shown in Figure 8.22.
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Figure 8.15: The log of the rms-norm for the Hamiltonian constraint violation in
simulations evolving a nonrotating black hole boosted with velocity 0.5 in the z direc-
tion using the analytic lapse. The simulations only employed overlapping spheroidal
grids; no Cartesian overlapping grid was used in this series of experiments. The outer
boundary of the spheroidal grids was supplied the analytic values for boosted black
hole fields. The boosted hole was kept in the center of the spheroidal grids through-
out the simulation by means of the modified shift vector, Eq. (8.9). The excision
radius was 1.5M in the nonboosted direction (1.3M in the boosted direction). The
outer boundary was at radius 3M . In the constrained cases the constraints were
solved over the entire domain except for those points which were within radius
1.76M in the nonboosted direction and 1.6M in the boosted direction. The number
of (r,θ,φ) zones in the grid was either (16, 16, 30) or (26, 26, 50). θmin was 0.6. There
is a high-frequency oscillation in the rms-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint for the
constrained cases, resulting in the thicker linewidths evident after t = 50M .
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Figure 8.16: The x = 0 plane for gyy at the initial time in a simulation boosting
a nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole in the z direction with speed 0.5. The simu-
lation used both overlapping spheroidal and Cartesian computational grids, shown
here, to ensure a smooth excision surface and avoid extrapolation. The Cartesian
computational domain was [−10M . . . 10M ] with resolution M/5. The Cartesian
excision radius was 2.0M . The spheroidal domain excision radius was 1.5M in the
nonboosted direction (1.3M in the boosted direction). The spheroidal domain ex-
tended out to a radius of 3.25M and used (26, 30, 50) zones in the (r, θ, φ) direction.
θmin was 0.6. The hole was placed initially at z = −5M on the Cartesian grid. The
lapse was analytic. Interpolation between the three grids was 6th order polynomial.
The constraints on all three grids were solved every 0.05M .
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Figure 8.17: The x = 0 plane for gyy at the initial time in a simulation boosting a
nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole in the z direction with speed 0.5, described in
Figure 8.16.
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Figure 8.18: The x = 0 plane for gyy at time 5M in a simulation boosting a nonro-
tating Kerr-Schild black hole in the z direction with speed 0.5, described in Figure
8.16.
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Figure 8.19: The x = 0 plane for gyy at time 10M in a simulation boosting a nonro-
tating Kerr-Schild black hole in the z direction with speed 0.5, described in Figure
8.16. The Dirichlet boundary condition and small domain size of the simulation give
rise to the boundary errors visible at this point.
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Figure 8.20: The x = 0 plane for gyy at time 15M in a simulation boosting a
nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole in the z direction with speed 0.5, described in
Figure 8.16.
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Figure 8.21: The x = 0 plane for gyy at time 20M in a simulation boosting a
nonrotating Kerr-Schild black hole in the z direction with speed 0.5, described in
Figure 8.16. While there are clearly boundary problems due to the small domain
size of the simulation and the Dirichlet boundary condition, the fields next to the
singularity are well-behaved and evidently stable.
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Figure 8.22: The max-norm of the Hamiltonian constraint violation for a nonro-
tating Kerr-Schild black hole boosted with speed 0.5 in the z direction, performed
at two different resolutions. The simulations used both overlapping spheroidal and
Cartesian computational grids to ensure a smooth excision surface and avoid extrap-
olation. The Cartesian computational domain was [−10M . . . 10M ] with resolution
of either M/5 or M/2.5. The Cartesian excision radius was 2.0M . The spheroidal
excision radius was 1.5M in the nonboosted direction (1.3M in the boosted direc-
tion). The spheroidal domain extended out to a radius of 3.25M and used either
(26, 30, 50) or (16, 30, 50) zones in the (r, θ, φ) direction. θmin was 0.6. The hole
was placed initially at z = −5M on the Cartesian grid. The lapse was analytic.
Interpolation between the three grids was 6th order polynomial. The constraints on
all three grids were solved every 0.05M . The lower resolution case went immediately
unstable after only 1M . The higher resolution case is the same as that described
in Figure 8.16. The hole hit the edge of the computational domain at t = 23M (a
radial distance of ∼ 1M outside the spheroidal grids is necessary for the spheroidal
outer boundary interpolation to proceed). The Cartesian boundary adversely af-
fects the solution as the hole approaches the edge of the computational domain, as




Constrained evolution is the principal innovation of this thesis. The generality of the
technique enabled its application to various numerical methods and equation for-
mulations. The results presented indicate that by solving all the Einstein equations
throughout a simulation, definite stability benefits result.
Solving the constraint equations throughout a simulation evolving a black
hole spacetime shows promise in controlling the growth of the constraints and im-
proving the lifetime of the simulation. Constrained evolution works especially well
for the simplest test cases: simulations in 1-D/spherical symmetry or simulations in
full 3-D but with relatively small domains. The many results presented here suggest
that constrained evolution alone may not be sufficient to ensure stability of full 3-D
simulations on very large domains. Even so, constrained evolution can significantly
improve the lifetime of such large domain simulations.
Remarkably stable unconstrained evolutions using the ADM equations mod-
ified by constraint subtraction suggest that the specific formulation of the Einstein
equations has a significant impact on the stability of a simulation. Since constrained
evolution is formulation independent, future work should examine constrained evo-
lution in those formulations which have already demonstrated highly successful un-
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constrained results.
In preparation for binary black hole evolutions, several promising numerical
techniques were examined in conjunction with constrained evolution: mesh refine-
ment and overlapping computational grids. Constrained evolution proved to be crit-
ical for both of these techniques. A host of innovations were presented to achieve
constrained evolutions for stationary and boosted black hole spacetimes with smooth
2-sphere excision regions.
The use of publicly available computational toolkits figured prominently in
this thesis. By combining independent but robust, parallel toolkits in addressing the
demanding tasks of simultaneous elliptic and hyperbolic solves, even across overlap-
ping spheroidal and Cartesian computational grids, constrained evolution becomes
a manageable technique in full 3-D simulations. While constrained evolution has al-
ready been employed many times in 1-D/spherical symmetry and 2-D/axisymmetry,
this thesis demonstrates that the computational demands of constrained evolution
in full 3-D can be met successfully.
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Appendix A
The Finite Differencing Core
Black hole excision introduces irregular boundaries into the computational domain.
Requiring 4th order finite difference stencils only exacerbates the problem. This
challenge was addressed by creating a set of 27 general 4th order finite difference
stencils that form the finite differencing core of the black hole codes studied in this
thesis.
The method used to obtain these finite difference stencils is described here.
Several Taylor Series expansions are made around a point in a proposed stencil.
For one dimension, either 4 or 5 coefficients are needed for a 4th order stencil (e.g.
f(x + h), f(x + 2h), f(x − h), f(x − 2h)). In two dimensions, either 23 or 24
coefficients are needed. An over-determined system of equations results from the
requirement that all but the sought after derivative in the Taylor Series expansions
vanish. The over-determined matrix is reduced to a square matrix by performing a
least squares fit of the system. The system is then solved and the customized stencil
coefficients are tested for accuracy.
The method of least-squares solution of an over-determined system is sum-
marized here [78] [79]. Consider an over-determined system:
Aijxj = yi (A.1)
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where i > j. This system is made into a scalar quantity, S, and then minimized:
S = (Aijxj − yi)(Aikxk − yi) (A.2)
∂S
∂xn
= Ain(Aikxk − yi) = 0. (A.3)
The statement that AinAikxk = Ainyi from Eq. (A.3) can be rewritten in vector
notation as
AtAx = Aty, (A.4)
where At is the transpose of matrix A. This simple relation can be used to turn
an over-determined matrix into a square matrix. The method is exact if an exact
solution to the system of equations exists; if not, the solution will be a least squares
fit.
The finite differencing core consists of 21 stencils built for irregular bound-
aries and 6 widely used simple stencils, all of which are precisely fourth order. All
of the first derivative stencils and the centered second derivative stencil are widely
used and have been employed in numerical relativity codes before [80]. The finite
differencing core is as follows:
First Derivatives: ∂h = 112h [· · ·] + O(h
4)
i-4 i-3 i-2 i-1 i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4
+3 -16 +36 -48 +25
-1 +6 -18 +10 +3
+1 -8 0 +8 -1
-3 -10 +18 -6 +1
-25 +48 -36 +16 -3
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Second Derivatives: ∂hh = 112h2 [· · ·] + O(h
4)
i-5 i-4 i-3 i-2 i-1 i i+1 i+2 i+3 i+4 i+5
-10 +61 -156 +214 -154 +45
+1 -6 +14 -4 -15 +10
-1 +16 -30 +16 -1
+10 -15 -4 +14 -6 +1
+45 -154 +214 -156 +61 -10
Mixed Derivatives: ∂hihj =
1
72hihj
[· · ·] + O(h4). There are 17 options.
Option 1:
j-2 j-1 j j+1 j+2
i+2 0 +2 +3 -6 +1
i+1 +2 -24 -12 +40 -6
i +3 -12 +18 -12 +3
i-1 -6 +40 -12 -24 +2
i-2 +1 -6 +3 +2 0
Option 2:
j-1 j j+1 j+2 j+3
i+3 0 -11 +18 -9 +2
i+2 +3 +54 -90 +42 -9
i+1 -18 -126 +216 -90 +18
i +9 +74 -126 +54 -11
i-1 +6 +9 -18 +3 0
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Option 3:
j-3 j-2 j-1 j j+1
i+3 -2 +9 -18 +11 0
i+2 +9 -42 +90 -54 -3
i+1 -18 +90 -216 +126 +18
i +11 -54 +126 -74 -9
i-1 0 -3 +18 -9 -6
Option 4:
j-3 j-2 j-1 j j+1
i+1 0 +3 -18 +9 +6
i -11 +54 -126 +74 +9
i-1 +18 -90 +216 -126 -18
i-2 -9 +42 -90 +54 +3
i-3 +2 -9 +18 -11 0
Option 5:
j-1 j j+1 j+2 j+3
i+1 -6 -9 +18 -3 0
i -9 -74 +126 -54 +11
i-1 +18 +126 -216 +90 -18
i-2 -3 -54 +90 -42 +9
i-3 0 +11 -18 +9 -2
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Option 6:
j j+1 j+2 j+3 j+4
i+4 0 +78 -171 +126 -33
i+3 -50 -216 +612 -472 +126
i+2 +225 +36 -702 +612 -171
i+1 -450 +552 +36 -216 +78
i +275 -450 +225 -50 0
Option 7:
j-4 j-3 j-2 j-1 j
i+4 +33 -126 +171 -78 0
i+3 -126 +472 -612 +216 +50
i+2 +171 -612 +702 -36 -225
i+1 -78 +216 -36 -552 +450
i 0 +50 -225 +450 -275
Option 8:
j-4 j-3 j-2 j-1 j
i 0 -50 +225 -450 +275
i-1 +78 -216 +36 +552 -450
i-2 -171 +612 -702 +36 +225
i-3 +126 -472 +612 -216 -50
i-4 -33 +126 -171 +78 0
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Option 9:
j j+1 j+2 j+3 j+4
i -275 +450 -225 +50 0
i-1 +450 -552 -36 +216 -78
i-2 -225 -36 +702 -612 +171
i-3 +50 +216 -612 +472 -126
i-4 0 -78 +171 -126 +33
Option 10:
j-2 j-1 j j+1 j+2
i+4 0 +6 +9 -18 +3
i+3 +2 -40 -36 +88 -14
i+2 -9 +108 +54 -180 +27
i+1 +18 -168 -36 +216 -30
i -11 +94 +9 -106 +14
Option 11:
j-4 j-3 j-2 j-1 j
i+2 -3 +14 -27 +30 -14
i+1 +18 -88 +180 -216 +106
i -9 +36 -54 +36 -9
i-1 -6 +40 -108 +168 -94
i-2 0 -2 +9 -18 +11
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Option 12:
j-2 j-1 j j+1 j+2
i +11 -94 -9 +106 -14
i-1 -18 +168 +36 -216 +30
i-2 +9 -108 -54 +180 -27
i-3 -2 +40 +36 -88 +14
i-4 0 -6 -9 +18 -3
Option 13:
j j+1 j+2 j+3 j+4
i+2 +14 -30 +27 -14 +3
i+1 -106 +216 -180 +88 -18
i +9 -36 +54 -36 +9
i-1 +94 -168 +108 -40 +6
i-2 -11 +18 -9 +2 0
Option 14:
j-2 j-1 j j+1 j+2
i+3 0 -2 -3 +6 -1
i+2 -1 +16 +12 -32 +5
i+1 +6 -60 -18 +84 -12
i -3 +32 +12 -48 +7
i-1 -2 +14 -3 -10 +1
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Option 15:
j-3 j-2 j-1 j j+1
i+2 +1 -5 +12 -7 -1
i+1 -6 +32 -84 +48 +10
i +3 -12 +18 -12 +3
i-1 +2 -16 +60 -32 -14
i-2 0 +1 -6 +3 +2
Option 16:
j-2 j-1 j j+1 j+2
i+1 +2 -14 +3 +10 -1
i +3 -32 -12 +48 -7
i-1 -6 +60 +18 -84 +12
i-2 +1 -16 -12 +32 -5
i-3 0 +2 +3 -6 +1
Option 17:
j-1 j j+1 j+2 j+3
i+2 +1 +7 -12 +5 -1
i+1 -10 -48 +84 -32 +6
i -3 +12 -18 +12 -3
i-1 +14 +32 -60 +16 -2





The Kerr-Schild data for an isolated non-spinning black hole with mass M are
provided here in spherical and Cartesian coordinates. Evolving this data served
as a test case in this thesis for examining the stability properties of constrained
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